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$75,000 bookstore expansion
due for completion this week
By Judy Paradis
The UNH bookstore expansion
is expected to be comnleled in ;:i
f<nv dayi;, :.r ncording to Robgrt

Stevenson, the bookstore manager.
· Monty Childs, Director of
Auxiliary Enterprise&,. estimated
last spring that the money for the
$75,000 addition will come from
bookstore reserve funds.
Stevenson said the addition on
to the bookstore patio will add 700
to 800 feet or 25 percent more
sales space.
Stevenson said the addition on
scheduled for completion before
the beginning of fall semester,
"but we've been putting 1ri a solar
heating system which is difficult
and has slowed us down."
Stevenson said he did not know
anything about the solar heating
system except that one was being
installed.
"With 10,000 students we don't
begin to have the space we should
have according to college bookstore regulations," Stevenson
said.
"Several years ago we did
quite a business in souvenirs, but
as academic needs grew we gave
up the sa'Ie of souvenirs' to. town
mercnants, " Stevenson said.
"We'd like to get back into that
business," Stevenson added, '"but
this bookstore was built back
when there were less than 5000
students and we don't have any
room."
Priscilla Barton, the Town and
Campus Bookloft manager, said
the Bookloft is used by some professors to order textbooks for
their classes at UNH.
''Few professors did so this

semester, according to Barton,
who said she had orders from
about five professors. Students
interviewed indicated this number may be as high as eight.
Barton said she did not know
why professors ordered books for
their classes through the bookloft.

·*¥~

"I placed an order September
"This is something that a few
'Rrofessors do each year," accora- 6," Fischer said, "and it was
ing to Stevenson. "I don't know there at the beginning of the next
why thgy chooi;o to do that, but ·

Durham youth
sexually assaulted
Durham Police are investigating the sexual assault of a
16-year-old Durham resident this weekend.
Oet. Sgt. Paul Gowen said the alleged assault took place
between 9 and 9:30 p.m. Saturday on Route 108 in Durham .
The victim, a minor, reported the jncident around I a .m.
Sunday. She was treated and released at Wentworth-Douglass
Hospital in Dover.
"Details of the assault and the location of the incident are
still sketchy, due to the emotional state of the victim, " Gowen
said.
Police hope to draw a composite sketch of the assaiJapt after
further interviews of the victim, Gowen said.
"There is no indication that a_ wE>2pon was . used," he said,
"but there are other forms of force, even an implied threat."
If the incident is a case of aggravated sexual assault, where
force was used, Gowen said, the crime is punishable by a sentence
of 11n t.o 15 years.
Simple sexual assault is punishable by up to one year in prison.
Gowen said the most recem sm111e:U' case, which took place on
Durham Point Road in July, is still under investigation

A pair of students "ie~n ag~inst a paired tree trunkand do some studying on a sunny day.

Woman
dies in
car crash

Powell runs for
governor's chair
Former Gov. Wesley Powell
announced his independent canclidacy for the governor's chair
yesterday morning.
Powell lost last week in his try
for the Republican gubernatorial
nomination. He received 28,678
votes to Gov. Meldrim Thomson's
44,820.
Powell
will
face
both
Republican incumbent Thomson
and Democratic challenger Hugh
Gallen in the November election.
Powell, who served two terms

A Durham woman was killed

and her daughter critically injured

as governor from 1958 to 1963,
said yesterday he is running for
the · post because of his
dissatisfaction wHh Thomson and
Gallen as candidates.
·
"I would have no qualms about
supporting a good Democratic or
Republican candidate," Powell
said. Thomson and Gallen, he
said, "are not candidates who
persons such as myself can support."
POWELL. page 17
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Fischer said he ordered five to
its not a good thing," he said.
Stevenson cited students who six hundred books through the
are sent to college with only one Bookloft.
Ron Winslow, another English
check to fill out for book money,
and the inconvenience of having instructor, ordered his texts
through the Bookloft. ''The main
to walk downtown to the Bookloft, reason in my case was that I was
as problems connected with the a new faculty member," he said.
"I was barely hired before I had
Bookloft.
English instructor Lester to order books."
Winslow said ordering through
Fioher ordered his books through
the Bookloft as he has done every the bookloft he didn't have to
semester sfnce 1974. "I think it's order books until a month before
more responsive to my needs school started.
"I would think it might he more
and my student's needs," he said.
Fisher sajd the Bookloft is confusing," Winslow said, "but
"more convenient and the people I didn't use that consideration."
Stevenson said he doesn't unare capable of getting the text
books I need more quickly every
BOOKSTORE. page 20
semester."

There's a new addition to the landscape behind the MiniDorms. See ihe story of page 2.

after a vehicle struck a tree on
Route 4 Satiµ-day_morninl!.
Mary S. MacDonald, 52, of
Valentine Hill Road was
pronounced dead at the scene at'
11:35 a.m. Margaret MacDonald,
17 was listed in critical condition
Monday at the intensive care·
ward of Wentworth-Douglass
hospital-in Dover.
According to the Durham
police report, the 1977 Toyota
Corolla driven by Miss MacDonald left the eastbound lane of
Route 4 and struck a tree. The
Durham police department is investigating the accident.
Sue Cartier, a UNH police officer, said Mrs . MacDonald died
trom multiple fractures and head
inju~ies. Both victims were pinned m the car. she said.
The UNH-Durham Fire Department said one ambulance, a
rescue van, a fire truck and
several police cars responded to
the scene Saturday morning.
Another ambulance was summoned from Newmarket but was
not needed.
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News Briefs
Beached whale
A 12-foot long Pilot whale was found beached in a cove of the
Piscataqua River just south of the Route 4 and Route 16 junction
in Dover yesterday afternoon .
The whale was taken to the New England Aquarium in Boston
by the National Marine Fisheries Service. according to the
Associated Press in Concord.
Its chances of survival are reportedly slim .
The whale was first sighted around 3 p.m .. but was not reported
to the police until 6 p.m. Motorists created a traffic jam in their
attempts to catch sight of the whale.
Pilot whales. though known to frequent the Gulf of Maine.
rarely come upriver.
Fisheries service workers brought the whale from the cove
near the Hilton State Park to Boston in a specially equipped
truck .

Fire extinguisher· thrown
No injuries were reported when a fire extinguisher was thrown
from the sixth floor lounge in Stoke Hall on Sept. 10. according to
the University News Bureau.
UNH Police received a report from two students at 9:55 a.m.
The witnesses said an unspecified number of men threw the fire
extinguisher through the window and then yelled to them to throw
it back up. The witnesses refused and called the police department which found the sixth floor window open.
No arrests were made and the police have no suspects.

Half-fruit, will travel?
Students won't be able to pick up a banana at breakfast any
more - instead half-bananas will be offered at the dining halls.
Why? "Because people walk out with three oranges if we don 't
cut them." said Ingeborg Lock. the associate director of dining
services .
There's no cause to worry that vitamins will be lost or the
nutritional value of the fruit will be impaired either. according to
staff dietician Pam Raney .
"The fruit's cut before it's served and the skin is not removed ."
Most vitamins are contained right under the surface of the fruit.
Raney said .
"I don't think that there will be as much (pilfering) now that the
fruit's cut." Lock said. "It's messier to carry cut fruit."
Lock said that other universities have begun to offer halved apples and oranges to curb pilfering . "We've got to stretch the
money somehow." she said.

Rowdies annoy Williamson
A group of about ten people caused a disturbance outside
Williamson Hall early Sunday.
A Williamson RA . who wished to remain anonvmous. saici fhP
group was rowdy. and the people were screaming ~ shouting. and
throwing beer bottles in the breezeway of the dorm.
Head Resident Bill Conk requested UNH police to come to the
dorm. Robert Prince. a UNH police officer. said the group had
left before he arrived at the scene.

College fair
The New England Association of College Admissions Counselors
is sponsoring its fourth annual College Fair at .the UNH Fieldhouse
on September 26th .
Approximately 165 colleges from the East Coast will feature
information booths. High school students from New Hampshire
will be able to learn about colleges between the hours. of 9
a.rn. and one p.rn.
The fair will also be open in the evening from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Information about financial aid. ROTC. and the New England
Regional Student Exchange Program will be available. All students are welcome.

German studies
Scholarships in German language study and research are
available to UNH students through a New York studente xchange
program.
The German Academic Exchange Service. 1 Fifth Ave .. N.Y ..
10003. is offering an 8 week course at the Goethe Institutes
in West Germany for next summer . and three week courses
in German studies at other German universitites .
A short term research program for a doctoral dissertation
. is al so coordinated through the exchange . Facult y grants for
r esearching program s are offer ed.
. .
Most of the progr am s r equire some German Language trammg
and inter ested per sons should write to the ser vice for applicati ons.
Parti cipants must be U.S. ci tizens.

The weather

Professor to videotape
teacher-student conferences
By Marc Lavertu

analyzed .

Student-teacher writing conferences will be videotaped as
part of a research project this
semester. The project will study
student-teacher interaction and
its effects on student writing .

"The project is a base tor
future research. ' ' said Sims .
Although the research project
only encompasses the writing
department , it has "potential applications in other areas in terms
of the learning process." said
Sims .

According to physics professor
John Lockwood, the Director of
Research, a $1592 grant was
awarded to Wilburn Sims, Speech
and Drama Professor, to conduct.
the project.

Three faculty members from
the English Department have
agreect to have their conferences
monitored . Professor Donald
Murray. professor Torn Newkirk,
According to Sims. studentand Alice McDermott, a graduate
teacher conferences have been a
assistant, will participate. They
part of the writing curriculum for
a number of years. Many colleges . are currently looking for student
for
the
project
volunteers
are now in the process of inscheduled to begin this week.
stalling or improving their con" conference
systems, at
When questioned about student
siderable" cost.
response , McDermott replied , " It
hasn 't been good thus far. " She
However, " a study has never
said her students are unfamiliar
been done to determine whether
with her and that many are
or not they are an effective
camera shy .
teaching tool, " Sims said.
Referring to it as a pilot
project, Sims said that it is
primarily a pragmatic study of
student-teacher interaction . He
said the objective is to collect and
organize data so that it can be

.

'

'
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The conferences of a large
number of students will be
initially taped and then nine will
be monitored for the entire
sei:nester.
The information gatherect will
be analyzed by Sims and English
department graduate assistant
-Becky Rule. Their work will consist of recording and coding the
data. Sims said he eventually
hopes to computerize the data for
analysis . .
The system was first tried this
summer with Rule and her
elementary grade students from
Dover. According to Sims, the
camera had minimal effects on
the children 's behavior.
Sims said he hoped to arrange a
system for the camera man to
work from an outside room. In
this way we hope to minimize
outside interference, he said.
The grant will expire in June,
1979.

Faculty
Caucus
opens
The Faculty Caucus met
yesterday to discuss developments in the search for a Vice
President of Academic Affairs.
The position was opened last
May when then Vice President
David Ellis resigned to become
president of Lafayette College in
Pennsylvania .
Herman Gadon. chairman of
the 13-rnernber search committee.
said
yesterday
approximately 20 applicants have
been sifted out for further consideration by the committee.
A final · candidate for the
academic
vice
presidential
position will be chosen on the
basis of scholarship. teaching excellence. and administrative experience. Gadon said.
Gadon said the committee
hopes to reduce the candidate list
to five applicants by late September or early October . " Our
opinion at this point in the search
is that we have a number of
highly qualifi ed candidates." he
said .
According to Gadon. each of
the 20 vice presidential candidates has had som e admini strative experi ence. " Most
of the candidates under consideration
are
department
chairmans.
deans. or
vice
presidents for academi c affairs
at sm aller instituti ons." he said.
In other business . phys ics
professor John M ulhern was elected to the facult y council.
Mulhern
succeeds
Da ni el
Willi ams. associate psychology
professor . who resigned from the

· council.
Skies will be partly cloudy today. with a chance of showers.
according to the National Weather Service. High temperatures
will reach the 70's .
Showers are likely tonight. followed by partly sunny weather
tomorrow. with dayt ime high~ in the 80's.

One student joking said to McDermott, "I'd do it but my
publicity agent won 't let me."
Professors Murray and Newkirk
were unavailable for comment.
.The conferences will be taped

by a single auctio-visual camera.
Both the teacher and the student
will be taped sinultaneously. said
Sims.

Stancting committee elect ions
and the election of a Chairperson
Pro-Tern were delavect until next
Monctay's meet ing so a list of all
ca ucus
members
cou lct
be
proctucect anct di stributed .

Arms out, knees up and head on pack, a student snoozes
in front of James Hall.

WENH-TV installs
$150,000 radar
WENH-TV (Channel 11 ) has built a $150.000 sa tellite receiver
near the railroad tracks behind the UNH mini -dor m s.
1~h e ,40-foot tall , 30-foot ~ icte unit r eceives signals from Western
Urn on s Westa r I satellite. hoverin g 22.400 miles above the
equator .
·
. The receiver. funded by the Corporation for Pu bli c Br oa dcastmg. _"w ill gi ve us a sligh tl y bett er pi cture. m uch bett er audio
q u a l~t y and m uch m or e r eliabi lit y for our P.B.S. (Publi c Broa ctcas tm g Sys t em) program m i ng." accor ding to WENH-T V
ENGINEER Dave Bur gess.

Burgess sa id H.ockwell lnternationaJ Corp. built the receiver in
August. The unit can pick up signals from across the Western
Hemisph(•re and Hawaii.
Before the receiver was built. Burgess said. PBS shows were
sent to WENH-TV from Washington via telephone transmission
lines.
The receiver is now in use and the phone link will be closed
down at the end of the month. Burgess said.
The• unit does no transmitting. according to Burgess . and no
more receivers are pl~umed.

1
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Calculus classes overflow
By Lisa Thurau

Scheduling problems and a
Jack of lecture halls have created
overcrowded conditions in morning calculus classes.
Students are sitting in the
aisles and on garbage pails in a
calculus class in Demeritt.
Others are standing for the 50
minute class. Tutorials and
problem session classrooms are
also overflowing. according to
students in the classes .
According to the calculus information guide and Donald
Bliss. Lt. Fire Chief for the
Durham-UNH fire department.
the situation is a violation of fire
regulations.
"People shouldn't be sitting in
aisles because. number one. it
would exceed the legal capacity
of the room. and. number two, in
a panic situation. it would cause
tripping and inability of students
to get to an exit," Bliss said.
One of the reasons for this excess is caused by too many
students registering , according
to M. Evans Munroe. the math
department chairman. There are
1050 students registered for the
five calculus classes, he said.
"None have been turned down
:rnd we're notyoing to (turn any
down)," he said.
n t:
nave several hundred
more students taking calculus
this year than last year so we're
out of space," Arthur Copeland. a
math professor, said. Copeland
t.eaches a class he described as
"packed to the gills--but not
overloaded."
Because add cards will be accepted until this Friday. no official count of calculus students
has been made by the Registrar
Stephanie Thomas.
Munroe cited a shortage of lecture halls as another reason for
the overcrowded classes.
''There are only so many lecture halls acceptable for teaching
calculus in. You've got to have
decent blackboards." he said.
"Murkland and Horton don't
have decent blackboards. We
couldn't give effective calculus
lectures in those rooms. I'm not
sure if they'd be available but we
never bid for them," Munroe
said.
Freshman Marc Lavertu. a
student in one calculus class.
said. "I think the math department should make an effort to
come up with another classroom
or arrange the current classes so
that it's less congested."
Lecture halls are allotted by
the registrar at a meeting of
department
representatives.
Math Professor Samuel Shore
was told that it would be impossible to add another class at 10
a.m. because of a lack of lecture

involved. "In reality I think that
students have been attending the
Shore said Munroe told him it lecture in which they have been
was impossible lo add another CJ bl<• lo find a scat."
class.
Allegedly there arc enough
Munroe said the situation was
complicated by students who scats. he said . "However, I think
it is clear that to have the
switch lecturers and classes.
flexibility we want in this
"We have no way ol controlling program, there needs to be an
who's in there (the classroom J." abundance of available seats."
he said. "There's no way to police
Munroe said the problem has
that. We 're forced to do it this
existed for "years." He urged all
way."
students who can attend the lecThere are five lecture sessions ture bet ween 11 and noon to do so
available between the hours of 10 and
help
relieve
cramped
a.m. and one p.m. One lecture is classes .
for students interested in taking
Copeland said that some spaces
an accelerated course.
are made by students who drop
Two classes are taught by the course .
Professors Shore and Copeland at
''I've also been told that there
the busiest hour, between IO and
won't be any crowding problems
11 a.m.
Math
Professor
Richartl in a couple of weeks." Shore said.
Balomenos said, there are 50 em- "This bothers me. Do the students find the lectures unnecessary
ot v seats in his.class.
or are they simply sick of the
"It's a bad hour, though, lunchhassle?"
time," he said.
Freshman John Turner said,
Shore said the switching
system creates problems when "It's very hard to take notes sitthere are more than 1000 students ting on the floor."
halls.

Mini dorms have
12 vacancies
By Barbara Walsh
Although
there
are. approximately 160 buildups on
campus there are twelve spaces
empty in the mini dorms.
There are six spaces in the International mini dorm. three in
Foreign Language, and one space
in each of the following: Personal
Development,
Environmental,
and Creative Arts.
The mini dorms are special interest dorms and students who
wish to live in them must first be
interviewed by a screening
committee.
The screening committees
evaluate each student on his attitude, what they can off and why
they would like to live in the
dorm .
The maiority of students
presently living in the mini dorms
spoke
cautiously
in
their
selection of new roommates.
They said accepting students who
refuse to contribute defeats the
special interest purpose of the
dorm.
"We don't want deadheads--we
want people who are going to contribute to the dorm." said Kate
Foster, a junior living in International. American and foreign
students in International enjoy
the various cultures brought into
the dorm environment.

"It's made world affairs much
more interesting learning by personal contact instead of with a
book," said Foster. She is on the
screening committee and explained that the idea of the International dorm is to give the
foreign students a more personal
look at American life.
"People here are nice, I don't
feel so far away from home,"
said Salin Zarour, from Jordon .
The Foreign Language dorm is
divided into six wings: two
Spanish, two French wings. and
two German wings. According to
Resident Assistant Yvette Daly
the students must speak one i.Jf
the languages proficiently to be
allowed into the wings.
There are three space::; m the
German wing. and students
wishing to be interviewed must
be at the 500 course level of the
language.
Many of the Foreign Language
students enjoy speaking the
language daily along with having
the benefits of several tutors..
"You can just yell down the
hall and you have instant help."
said Scott Sanborn who lives in
the German wing.

VACANCIES, page 21

Out for exercise, a student keeps his eyes on the bouncing ball

Computer meal cards
cause a few problems
Bv Kate Mcl::.re

Dining Services has been having
minor problems wnn tne new
Validine meal card system.
Ingeborg Lock. associate director of dining services, said there
have been about 10 computer
mistakes since the systE_:'.m was
installed this semester.
Validine is a computer system
that checks in student diners with
a magnetic strip on individual
cards. Dinin Services installed it
(al a cost of $20.000J to cut down
on food theft and make record
keeoing easier.
Lock said yesterday that most
of the problems have involved
wrong Social Security numbers.
Two students were given the
same Validine account number.
Charles Sawyer, manager of
Philbrook Dining Hall, said
Philbrook clocks are about five
minutes faster than the computer's clock . While dining hall
workers were servi.ng lunch,
Sawyer said. the computer was

registering the meal as a breakfast and not allowing some
students through.
New electric clocks were ordered last week so that all clocks
will be synchronized, according
to Sawyer. He did not know the
cost.
Robert Coates. a Gibbs Hall
resident, said he was not allowed
in Philbrook last week because of
a computer error.
"The next day," said Coates,
"they told me there was someone
else with my name but a different
middle initial who withdrew from
school. They took me off their list
instead of him."
Sawyer Hall resident David
Patterson said his card had a
defective
magnetic
strip,
although Dining Service was unsure of the exact problem. Unlike
Coates, Patterson was allowed in
the dining hall despite the
problem.

VALIDINE, page 10

Caucus Chairman
nominations filled
By Jennifer Grant
Two candidates for the Student
Caucus chairman were nominated
Sunday night.
Jim Donnelly and Randy
Walter. both Junior commuter
students were nominated . Randy
Schroeder, Student Body Presid~nt. said nominations will also
be accepted at next week 's
meeting .
The requirement of a one year
term as senator for chairperson
nominees was waived by a
unanimous vote at the meeting .
The requirement is now one
semester's tenure as a senator.
Walker. a political science
major. has participated in the
Student Caucus for two years. He
was first a caucus observer and
then a senator.
He has been involved with the
Parking and Traffic Regulation
Committee. the Student Welfare
Committ ee. the Student Video

Tape Organization. and the OffCampus Advisory Board.
Donnelly is a second semester
junior political science major. He
served as the Area II student
senator for one year .
He has also been involcd with
the Educational Policy Committee. the Physical Plant Operation
and Maintenance Committee.
and the University Calendar
Committee.
Donnelly has also served on the
Students for the University
Committee. and has been a
Caucus Observer for the Student
Committee on Popular Enter-

tainment and the coordinator for
student senators .
"I feel that I'm better qualified
than Walker for the position."
Donnelly said. "But there arc a
lot of new sen a tors here and I' II
have to circulate myself and

CAUCUS , page 20

Students lounge around on the lawn in front of T-Hall
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A Dover tradition
of linedining

A Seacoast Free Checking I
Savings can prove immeasurably helpful from budgeting
school books to ski weekends.
Come save with the friendly
people at Seacoast Savings.

Se!1C?J',4sr CNe:c.t:.1v1r
llccov/t/rs
I AA/A/t/AJ..

Hearty Sandwiches
Quality Steaks, Seafood AP.rime Rib
CASUAL DRESS
NO RESERVATIONS NEEDED
Lunch and Dinner Served Daily

1vr£..e.~sr

fZ.R(£. 'PAID -

S" ~..

Z.HIA/tNl/N tfvl~-4AIU -

$.S:oo

Lounge Open Until Legal Closing

749·4S8S

3. 13'1SIC .IYtJAJn.U.Y
~IR l/tC£ Ollf~e- 0

4. cosr PL-IZ..

CllLCJ:::...
o

Wf2/Tr£,U -

.S sr"T£:.H£A/T
~~()Vt.-«='/- HtJl/T'J.ILY

fi,l .

__?f.ela/tea'Dining

Se coast

~:/}. Savings Bank
YOUR FULL SERVICE FAMILY FINANCIAL CENTER
537 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.
749-2150 fit.
Weeks Traffic Circle, Dover

749-2151
A&P Shopping Plaza, Dover
Member F.D.l.C.

749-2151

rues· Sat

luncheon 12·2

1

'llinner 6·10

Master Charge American Exprcu

16 Third Street Dover, N.H.

Freshman & -Sophomores

nowoffered at
UNH
CaJ1:

Visa

Les Bowen, 862-1079
or visit Army ROTC on campus
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•
notices

Panthers organize

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

DANCE AUDITIONS: For the UNH Dance Theater
Company. Wednesday, September 20, Newman Studio,
New Hampshire Hall, at 6 p.m: Open to all students.

By Barbara Walsh

JEWISH STUDENTS MEETING: To meet and get to
know everyone. Tuesday, September 19, Richardson/
International House mini dorm no. 5, at ·s p.m.
Refreshments will be served.

all ages, you're in trouble,'' said
Gene Bellefeuille.
Bellefeuille is a member of the
ACADEMIC
Gray Panthers, a national
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING : Organizational meetorganization with a Durham
MEETING ON INTERNATIONAL LIVING : Thursday,
ing, Wednesday, September 20, Rockingham Room,
branch concerned with social
September 21, Room 111, Murkland Hall, from 10 a.m .Memorial Union, 7 p.m. Everyone interested in rechange--particularly age dis12 noon. David Cordell, a representative from the
cycling is invited.
School for International Training <part of the Expericrimination.
UNH
HORSEMEN'S
CLUB:
First
meeting
of
the
semment in International Living> will be in the Advising
76-year-old Bellefeuille and
ester, Tuesday, September 19, Room 202, Kendall Hall,
Center at this time. Interested students are welcome
several other Panthers met last
7:30
p.m
.
New
members
welcome.
Refreshments
to drop in and learn more about these programs.
Thursday night at St. Thomas
will be served.
Moore's Community Center in
SCHOLARSHIPS : Information and applications for the
4-H COLLEGIATE SLIDE SHOW: Come and see what
Durham.
following scholarships are available daily from 8 a .m.it's all about. Wednesday, September 20, Room 19,
The Gray Panthers originated
4:40 p.m. , in the Advising Center, Room 111, Murkland
Hamilton-Smith Hall, 7:30 p.m. · For more information,
nationally in 1970 when founder
Hall :
Oxford and Rhodes Scholarship; Fulbrightcall Carol, 2-1789, or Scott, 2-1343.
Maggie Kuhn and five other
· Hayes; German Marshall Fund Fellowship Program;
UNH YOUNG REPUBLICAN CLUB: Organizational
people refused to accept forced
Marshall Scholarships; and American-Scandinavian
meeting to explore '78 campaign opportunities, Thursretirement. Kuhn and friends
Foundation Awards .
day, September 21 , Grafton Room , Memorial Union,
were still capable of making a
7-9p.m.
mbstantial
contribution · to
STUDYING ABROAD INFORMATION : Informational
~ociety and refused to be sent to a
meetings for students interested in studying abroad are
UNH FLYING CLUB : First meeting of the year,
nursing home.
held every Thursday afternoon, in Room 111, Murkland
Wednesday, September 20, Grafton Room, Memorial
They began to meet and ex--H-a1_1._f_ro_m_2_-_3p_._m_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _u_n_io_n_
, 7_p_.m_._N_e_w_m_e_m_be_rs_w_e_lc_o_m_e_._ _ _ _-_ __. change strategies to help start
~?cial changes.

Let a TI calculator help you make more efficient use of your time.
This semester ... and for years to come.

Now, more affordable
than ever! . . · .
'
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price:

$60.00*
The Tl Programmable 57 is a powerful
with the purchase
slide rule calculator
with statistics and deof a Tl-57.
cision making capabilities to help solve repetitive problems ... quickly and
accurately.
Powerful program memory stores 50 fully-merged
steps for up to 150 keystrokes. Computer-like functions include editing, branching, subroutines, and
more. Slide rule capabilities include functions of x,
as well as log, trig, and statistical functions. Comes
complete with an easy-to-follow learning guide.
With its new, low price and limited time $5.00 rebate, the Tl Programmable 57 offers an unsurpassed
value. Act now to take advantage of this outstanding offer.

------------------.
Use this coupon to obtain your $5.00 rebate.

Texas Instruments will rebate $5 .00 of your original Tl-57 purchase price when you:
(1) Return this completed coupon. including serial number, (2) along with your
completed Tl-57 customer information card (packed in box), and (3) a dated copy
of proof of your purchase , verifying purchase between August 15 and October 31 ,
1978. Your coupon, customer Information card, and dated copy of proof of purchase must be postmarked on or before November 7, 1978 to qualify for this
special offer.
Send to:
Tl-57 Rebate Offer, P.O. Box 53, Lubbock, Texas 79408
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

this summer by 75 year old Elna
Perkins of Durham.
In 1972 Maggie Kuhn appeared
on TV and the producer
suggested the group be called the
Gray Panthers.
"Since 1970 the Panthers have
spread to 35 states, and the network is constantly growing,"
Perkins said.
Bellefeuille explained that
being old is traumatic for some
people, but seemingly not him.
"I'm 76 and still kicking,' ' he
said.
"I feel age shouldn't be a
barrier to relate with people," he
said.
The Panthers are strongly opposed to age discrimination,
which forces any age group to
live roles defined by age.
Perkins
explained
the
retirement process as a "forced
stagnation" in the life process.
"Your employer hands you a
pink slip and suddenly your services are no longer required, "
Perkins said.
According to Perkins the major
concerns of the Panthers on a
national and local level include:
--attacks on age, race, and sex
discrimination .
--halting the growth of nuclear
power plants , at least until nearby communities can be insured
safety from radioactive wastes.
--abolishing
compulsory
retirement.
--a national health program
administered through a public
corporation, rather than commercial insurance companies.
--government and private support of mass transportation
systems.
The Panthers are emphatically
against the Seabrook nuclear
power plant. " I've been in health
studies most of my li fe and I don 't
know what they're going to do to
ever make the nuclear plant
safe," said Perkins.
The local group is still in the
organization
stages
and
welcomes interested people of all
ages to join.
A second ~eeting is scheduled
for the third week in oct.

Help Wanted:

PLUS

for a limited
time
a
00
ss. rebate

The Gray Panthers of the New

"If you can't relate to people of Hampshire region was formed

(j
~o

Do business and financial classwork quickly
with this powerful calculator.
For business administration, financial analysis and planning, real estate management,
investment analysis, and more. The MBA's financial functions include net present value
and internal rate of return for variable cash
flows. Payment, present and future value,
number of periods for annuities. Also, days
between dates, and direct solution of yield for
bonds and mortgages.
Statistical functions
include mean, variance,
and standard deviation
at the touch of a key.
Built-in linear regression.
Simple programmability lets the MBA remember a sequence of up to
32 keystrokes.
The MBA comes with a
valuable book, Ca/cu/alililliiti'titlii tor Analysis for Business
and Finance. Shows you how to apply the
power of your MBA to business and financial
decision making.
~
At its new, low price, the MBA
rJ
presents an exceptional value to
the business student. See it today.
·u.s. suggested retail price.

~41

Part Time

e~

:F ry line will train.
Apply

Newick's Lobsters

2all: 74:2-3205
Dover Point

.........••.....•....,
You Get
$1.00 Credit

on every pound you lose
· when you start on The
Shak.lee Way Slimming

plan within the next 30

Address _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ -,--

days.

City _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __

State _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __ _
Tl-57 SERIAL NUMBER _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(from back of calculator)
Please allow 30 days for delivery. Offer void where prohibited by law. Offer good in
U.S. only.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
© 1978 Texas Instruments Incorporated

Call 742-7989 for details

Independent Shaklee
Distributor

......................,

L-------- ~ ~ ~P ~--------~-----------------------~
~ - .i ...... ~ - - .,~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Faulty heating plagues classes

campus calendar

The second employee said it that there are any harmful
By Martha Leighton
chemical vapors in the classroom
Overheated classrooms in the takes time for workmen to adjust building. Hazardous chemicals
Spaulding Life Science Center the thermostats and this may ac- are handled carefully and locked
are being caused by thermostats . count for the uncomfortable tem- up, he said.
that are faulty or need adjusting peratures in classrooms.
and by closed fire doors.
Green said fire regulations
The laboratories are equipped
Donald Green, a biochemistry require fire doors to be closed at with ventilating hoods which are
professor, said the main lecture all times unless they are equip- inspected regularly and fan
hall is not well ventilated and ped with magnetic door stops.
potentially toxic fumes out of the
when the weather is hot and the
Two people who work in the of- building, Green said.
classrooms are crowded, it's un- fice of the Superintendent of
Hallways in the building are
comfortable.
Alarms and Life Support Systems
Freshman
Lisa
Larson guessed that about 15 to 20 door lined with ventilating ducts, and
odors that occasionally arise
described her class in the stops are needed for fire doors.
from transporting chemicals
building as "an oven ."
The door stops cost about $10 through the halls don't present
Employees who work in the
building disagreed on the exact each, and Green said the doors in great hazards to people, accorproblem with the. thermostats. Spaulding are not equipped with ding to Green.
One said the pneumatic th~r the stoos.
One employee who blamed the
The
overheating
problem
mostats <which work by air compoor ventilation in Spaulding on
pression) were faulty several becomes serious during the early
faulty thermostats said he didn't
years ago but have since been fall and late spring, he said. It is
think that installing door stops
repaired and inspected. Another during these times that lecture
and propping doors open would
said the thermostats are still rooms become unbearable.
improve the situation.
faulty.
Green denied any assertions

TUESDAY, September 19

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Homer,'' Rose T.
Antosiewicz, AMLL. James Hall, Room 303, 11 a.m.12:30 p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES LECTURE: Michael Rothwell, who
opened the Celebrity Series Monday evening with his performance in "The World of Lewis Carroll," will talk
about compiling and adapting works for a one-man show
-and pulling the material together to stage a productin.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 1:10 p.m.
MEN'S TENNIS:
Rhode Island, Field House courts,
2.p.m.

WEDNESDAY, September 20

he New Harnpshir

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: Bates and Bowdoin,
Lewis Field, 4 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, disco, 8 p.m.

needs writers.
CoIlle
to roolll
151 of
the MUB

THURSDAY, September 21

Boston University, Field House
WOMEN'S TENNIS:
courts, 3 p.m.
_
,
GRANDE ILLUSIONS:
'Rocky," starring Sylves~er
Stallone and Talia Shire. Strafford Roo.m, Memorial
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission 75- or MUSO film
Pass.
MUB PUB: "ESP," jazz, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, September 22

PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT: Work by summer session
students.
Hewitt Hall Exhibition Corridor, Monday
through Friday, 8 a_.m.-6 p.m. Exhibit continues through .
October 19.
GREENPEACE: Whale conservation. A table will be set
up in the MUB from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. with literature
and other information.
MEN'S SOCCER: Boston College, Lewis Field, 3 p .m.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY:
Harvard, Memorial
Field, 4 p.m.
MUB PUB: "Monroe County Outlaws," 8 p.m.
LAST DAY TO SUBMIT REQUEST TO THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE TOTAKE COURSE WITHOUT GRADE.
LAST DAY TO ADD WITHOUT +10 LATE 'FEE.

Here's the super slide rule
from Texas Instruments that gets you
into programming fast and easy.
Purchase a Tl-57 programmable
calculator between August 15 and
October 31, 1978, and receive a $5.00
rebate from Texas Instruments.
Tl programmable 57 calculator.
Repetitive problem solving through
self-taught programming.
• Use the Tl-57 right away as an
advanced slide rule with roots,
powers, logs and trig functions ; and
for statistical calculations with
standard deviation, mean and
variance functions. With eight
user memories.
• Learn calculator programming at
your own pace with the 200-page
illustrated learning guide, Making
Tracks Into Programming, included
with yourTl-57. It provides step-bystep instructions on using the Tl-57's
programmability for schoolwork
and beyond.
• Tl-57 comes with rechargeable
battery pack, AC adapter/charger,
and vinyl carrying case.

I
I
I

I
I
I

YOUR NAME HERE

I the. acad~m~c year. Pub. no. 379280. Our ~fflces are located in the Memorial I
I Umon Bmlding, Durham, N.H. 03824. Editorial office Room 151 · business of- I
fice R<>?m 108. Business hours Tuesday and Thursday, 1-3 p.m.', Wednesday I
and Friday, 9-2. Academic year Subscription $9.00. Second class postage
paid at Durh8:m, N.H., 03824. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The
I New Ham_Pshire, Room 151, Memorial Union Building, Durham, N:H. 03824.

1
1

Sc~ba

Texas Instruments will rebate $5.00 of your original Tl-57 purchase
price when you: (1) Return this completed coupon, including
serial number, (2) along with your completed Tl-57 customer
information card (packed in box), and (3) a dated copy of proof of
your purchase , verifying purchase between August 15 and October
31, 1978. Your coupon, customer information card, and dated
copy of proof of purchase must be postmarked on or before
November 7, 1978 to qualify for this special offer.

I

NAME _

'

ADDRESS - - - - - - -

'

CITY __ _

-

--~--

-- --

7---- ---- - - - - - - - - -

------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · -

STATE ____ _
Tl-57 SERIAL NUMBER ____ .•

_ _ _ _ ZIP

Keith S. Callahan

_____ ·------- .. _ _ (from back of calculator)

~1 ~=~~~~~7n~ ~a~~ ;~ r del ivery of rebate. Offer void where prohibited by law

1

--- \ .....
---------------------"

Divjng Lessons

6-week classes starting Sun., Sept. 24
from 5-9 p.m. at the Dover Indoor Pool.
$20 discount to UNH students with l.D.
Mask, fins, & snor.kel required--all other
equipment supplied. Instructor has four years
teaching experience in New England waters.
For more information call:

Sendto:

Tl-57 Rebate Otter, P.O. Box 53, Lubbock, Texas 79408

·- ___
________________
-
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TOWN & CAMPUS

I

(and the Book Loft upstairs)

:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

NOW OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY
'TJL 9:00 PM

SATURDAYS 'TIL 6

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SUNDAYS 11-5

1------------------------------J

LUNETTE OPTIQUE

Framed by trees, a student strolls through campus

LICENSED OPTICIAN
Quality Eyewear-Excellent Service
Student Special through Sept. 30
30% off Complete Pair of Glasses

ENTERTAINMENT
Blues - Folk - Jazz

TUES. thru SAT.

20%

In-Store Lab - In-Store Tinting

FREE ADJUSTMENT & repaires

and

RIVER TRAFFIC!!
11 THE PORTSlllUTH WITERFRllT

OPEi l DAYS 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. - 436-9484

Pairs

Come see our huge selection of
Eyeglass Frames - You Can
Afford the Best!

HAPPY HOUR
HEARTY SANDWICHES
STEAMERS
THE BEST CHILI AROUND
PLUS

Bring In Your Prescription Where You
Always Save 10% on 1st Pair
on
2
or
More

466 Center Ave

Morrill Bldg. Dover

•

Mon . -Fri

'W~

8:30 - 5:30
Sat.

8:30 - 2:00

749-2094

Keep the folks at _home informed about UNH-- twice a week.
Send them a piece of the University with a subscription to The New Hampshire.
the University with a subscription to the New Hampshire.

Subscriptions are '9.00 a year and '5.00 per semester.

They can be paid with check, cash or money order.

all orders to Mike Deutsch, Circulation Manager,

The New Hampshire, Room 151, MUB
...

\\JS /)'/\/\ \ L

l~

Durham, NH 03824.
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When you buy ·components
at Tech Hifi, you have nothing
to worry about.
Because at Tech Hifi, everything
is returnable.
We give you a seven-day moneyback guarantee in writing. It lets you
take an entire week to decide if you 're
really crazy about what you've
bought.
If there's anything you don't
love about how our equipment sounds
(or looks) in your home, we'll give
· your money back.
Without giving you the third
degree.
Also, the equipment you buy at
Tech Hifi is returnable if any defects
occur, for up to 2 months afte'r your
purchase. We'll make all repairs
free within three days, or else give
you a new unit.

Our *169 system
is so good,
it's returnable.
We're offering a real component
system for $16 9 that sounds better

than appliance store "compacts"
costing twice as much.

•

It features
an automatic Collaro
turntable by P_hilips, ERC am/fm
stereo receiver, and two Studio
Design loudspeakers.
If the idea of spending so little
for a hifi system makes you nervous,
don't worry. At Tech Hifi it's returnable.

featured
automatic turntable is a
belt-driven B*I*C 920, which comes
complete with a base, dustcover, and
high-quality Pickering cartridge.
In addition to our 7-day moneyback and 60-day defective exchange

Ours399 system
is so good,
it's returnable.
For slightly larger budgets we
offer a $399 system with some very
exciting components. Included in this
fine package is an ultrawideband
Harman Kardon 330C stereo receiver.
It's ·perfect for driving brand-new
EPI 110 loudspeakers (latest version
of the legendary EPI 100 ). And the

·Nashua Mall Extension, Nashua 883-HIFI I Main St., Hanover643-HIFI
K-Mart Shopping Plaza, So. Willow St., Manchester 669-2749
Stores also in Vermont, Mass~chu.&etts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, New Jer$ey,
Pennsylvania, Michigan and i)hio.

~•
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Meal card prohlelll8
VALIDINE'°
continued from page 3
Lock said students with
problems are sent to the Validine

system
that
didn't
have
problems," said Lock . Managers

card office at Kingsbury Hall.
Problems can usually be corrected on the spot. she said.

of the three dining halls agreed .
With over 4.500 Vahctme accounts. Lock said. the number of

Coates and Patterson said they
found the old meal card system
"Everyone has a tendency to
easier and more convenient. Pat- ·
terson said he was upset about
emphasize the bad things about
something like this." Sawyer
the error at first. but added that it
said. "but l think it 1s gomg to
hasn't happened again .
"I've never dealf with any save money.''
company using a new compme1

--

... ~)~

--..--------------~~.._...._...._....._.,..._,.._.~

YOUNG'S
RESTAURANT

t

This weeks Breakfast Special:

I.

Cheese Omlette
Toast
Tea or Coffee

dotit take a turtle
to
lunch
...
Albert says take him to dinner
,\lhert. the Flying Turtle Extraordinaire. Green
Baro1~ of the Seacoast and guardian of good fun at
The I· lying Turtle Bar. in spiteofhisdemandingjob
as pinch flipping bouncer. still finds time to be
lonely. B~ing this ad to dinner at the Pilot House.say
,\lhert Sent you. or bring any kind of turtle
(inanimate µlease) with you to leave in our turtle
gallery and we ·ll reward you with one of our
magnificent DESSERTS FREE - on ,\lhert .
Offer good through Columbus Day. October9. 1978.
The Pilot How~e is oµen year round .

Steak - Seafood
Rte. 1A Rye Harbor NH

$1.09

J>II.,(::>'I'

Breakfast Specials Run From
6:00-11 :30 AM Daily

/ 603-964-8080

OUSE\~«ff,f,f,m .
LOOK AT
THESE PRICES

SAVE BIG MONEY
DURING THE SOUND ROOM'S
"APPLE CIDER SALE,"
. EVERYTHING 10 to 40 percent off

Cerwi.11-Y ega 11-12
( 'o\'ospca.kcrs______ H200.00 / pr.

J CllSCll ( ' !)/40

() x n coaxial ____ H;\n.nn I pr.
I )i st.·"· ~tsl 1er _________ .H8. ~)n
~ ikkc) I~-;\ In
lkccinT ______ ____ ------·--- H149.nn
Pie mecr 11 P~l-il)
loudspeakers ._________ HI nn.nn

Hitachi SR303
Reciever 15 watts/ch
Hitachi Ht-350
Direct Drive Turntable
Cerwin-Vega
H-12 Loudspeaker
Navatron 350E cartridge

Choose from the
best of AKG, Bozak, Watts

Cerwin-Vega, Maxell, Pioneer, Jensen, Advance,
Osawa, and many more

Sept. 20-24
}'\"ednesday ____ 7 p. m.- 11 p . m.
Th~ffsda.v ... ___ .10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
nday_._ -- --·-- 10 a. m. - 9 p. m.
Saturday __·-- ···--- 9 a. m.- 9 p. m.
unday __ ---··---·---- noon- 6 p. m.

f

TltE SouNd RooM ·
Audio CoMpONENTS
JODE.poTSQuARE, HAMPTON N.H.OJ842
60}-926~00
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Women start out on the same footing as men in Air Force
ROTC. Women wear the _same insignia and hold the same
cadet positions in AFROTC. just as they do later on as Air
Force officers.
And the same AFROTC scholarship can be yours as a
woman. If you qualify. you can have your tuition. book costs
and lab fees ·paid by the Air Force. and receive $100 a month
for other expenses. It helps free you to concentrate on your
education. And thafs important.
As. an Air Force officer. you·ll be expected to use your training and education. and be a leader managing · people and
complex systems. You·ll be handed executive responsibility
starting with your first job.
Ifs a great way to be equal. and a great way to serve your
country. Check into the AFROTC program at your campus.
Be sure to ask about AFROTC scholarships - you may be
helping yourself earn an exciting new lifestyle.

ror additional info,
Call Col. Miller at 2-1480

BOTC

Gateway to a great way of I ife.
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editorial---A tragic remin<fer
sad shake of the head. It points out a simpl~ lesson
we all must consider: Cars are dangerous.
There are thousands of cars in Durham. They
jam campus lots every morning and fill the roads
out of town every night. And they must be handled with care.
The New Hampshire urges all its readers to
drive with caution. There is a danger inherent in
going down the road at SO m.p.h. Keep it in mind.
Keep in mind, too, that accidents--like Saturday' s--can happen under the best of circumstances.

Durham was the site of a tragic accident Saturday morning when a car driven by a 17-year-old
girl struck a tree on Route 4.
The young ·driver is in critical condition in the
hospital. Her mother was killed in the crash.
To the family, the accident is a devastating
tragedy. For the entire University community, it
marks a time for reflection. And nationally, the
accident is another grim statistic in the highway
death toll.
The accident, for all of us, demands more than a

Driving under worse circumstances, like when
you can't see straight, only compounds the
danger.
Bars abound in the area. And for many students,
getting loaded is a way of college life.
"Drinking and driving don't mix" is a phrase
heard -often enough. But it is more than just a
phrase.
As Saturday's tragedy shows, a simple weekend
drive is hazardous enough. If you're loaded, don't
drive at all. And if you're driving, be careful.

Sex is not a weapon
means throwing off the shackles of timeworn
stereotypes and accepting people of both sexes a s
sensitive, feeling, and equal individuals.
Sexual enlightenment means uncorking our
hangups and accepting sex as a natural and
beautiful act between consenting adults.
But it does not mean using sex as a weapon .
Women look at men and men look at women.
In closed groups, men or women may crack jokes
about their sexual experiences or desires.
To a point, this is harmless. However, when
those jokes become a brag, the brag. may become a
dare. And this is unacceptable.
·

This weekend's car accident is not the only
recent incident that demands the community's attention. Saturday night's sexual assault of a 16year-old girl is cause for deep concern as well.
We all must express our outrage at this cruel
crime--for it is only through social awareness that
such incidents can be avoided.
Sexual enlightenment is a relatively new
phenomenon. For many people, especially students
in a college community, it's still tough to handle.
Sexual enlightenment means sexual equality. It

Letters------

However, we are more than cheap
eats. We are a group of people who
are successfully attempting to take
control of our food sources. We make
conscious decisions as to what and
where we buy, nutritionally and politically. We keep our prices low because
To the Editor :
In these days of anti-this and anti- we do all the work ourselves, and we
that. the search for workable alter- are getting better and bett~r at it.
We would like to share our venture
natives is of vital importance. It 's
refreshing to know that there is an with all students, faculty, staff, and
economic alternative available now . community frjends and families. We
think you'll find our spirit as well as
It is called The Great Bay Food Cooperative. (formerly the University our prices worth your time and effort.
Join us in the Granite State Room of
Food Co-op l.
We are an alternative to super- the MUB , every Monday beginning
markets and agribusiness . We offer Oct. 2, 4:30-6 :30. Continuing in the
fresh vegetables. fruits. fish . cheese. spirit of positive social change and not
milk. eggs. yogurt. bread. grains. getting ripped off.
Jayne Norris
teas. spices. and sometimes more. for
Durham
phenomenally low prices.

Sex is not a conquest, not a game, not a joke-and it is not a weapon.
Consider your own sexual attitudes. If you.
companions abuse the meaning of sexual
enlightenment, even jokingly, don't go along.
Sexual abuse starts with poor sexual attitudes
And attitudes are largely formed by soci~
awareness.
Sex as a weapon, in any terms, is unacceptable.
Be aware of that--and let it be known.

~ecycling

Alternative

Women's center
To the Editor:
I very much enjoyed Susan Carmody 's excellent article on the
Women's Center. I was pleased to see
such extensive coverage of an issue
which in some way affects all the
women and men here at UNH.
Gigi Simeone
Area II Coordinator
Residential Life

To the Editor:
I agree with Mr. Dozier on the point
of students' disregard for the grounds .
I believe that this belies a dearth of
consciousness about rubbish, not
aesthetics. If the same bottles and
cans were recycled, perhaps Durham
would be "one of the most beautiful
campuses in the Northeast."
As it stands, the recylcing barrels
have been removed from every dorm
on campus. Student disregard was
held responsible for the projects
demise. This is true to a degree - pizza. ice cream , and other garbage were
mixed in with recyclables, even
though the barrels were covered and
well-marked. Despite this, one wonders what part of that 15,000 could
Editor-in-Chief
Gary Langer
have sorted recyclables, bought larger
Managing Editor
Dana Jennings
· and more accessible containers, paid
Business Manager
Cheryl Portaluppi
for weekly pick-up, and raised the
News Editors
Kate McClare
general consciousness about littering
Rosalie Davis
and the option of recylcing.
Sports Editor
Tom Lynch
At one time, New Hampshire was a.
Arts Editor
Faith Backus
strong advocate of recycling. Garbage
Photo Editor
Art II Iman
trucks. with their recylcing message,
Advertising Manager
Kevin Lynds
now seem hypocritical. Without easily
available recycling areas. and student
awareness. thousands of dollars in
glass, ·aluminum, and paper will conRobin Van Norman
Nancy Loeb -·
tinue to be lost· money that could offBarbara Malone
set at least some of the project's cost.
Claudia Nesmith
l wou1a 'asK 1vJr. uoz1er and all
students to consider this option.
Recylcing may just provide the imProductions Staff
Martha Chamberlin
pulse to pick up litter instead of
Anne Langlois
throwing it down.
Kate Tully
James D. Crammond
Woodruff House
Productions Associate
Karen Freidman

------.. . . -=,,,....------------------------------------

the
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Governor
To the Editor :
I wouid like to urge UNH students,
staff and faculty to get involved in the
effort to defeat Meldrim Thomson rri
the coming November elections. Tli s
is your chance to fight a cause that effects each one of you as individuals.
I applaud The New Hampshire's
edHorial in the Friday, September 15'.h
issue encouraging students and thme
concerned to vote for Hugh Gallai.
There have been several meetings of
the "Students for Gallen" committee
on campus and this group is asking hr
your support in their pursuit to ela:t
Hugh Gallen, Democrat for Governa-.
Please get involved and let's see
Meldrim Thomson defeated!
Cathy Padham
300 Plaza Drirn
Do~r

Fellowship
To the Editor:
_Are you a divorced, separatfd,
widowed or never married perso1?
Are you looking for high emotional a'.ld
intellectual growth in the environmmt

about letters
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor 'and
prints them as space allows, but cannot gU';}f.antee the inclusioro· of any
Jetter.
.All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in:
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor.editing. Final deCision ·
on letters are the editor 's.
·
Main letters to : ,The Editor, The New Hamp ..:; htn". Room 151, Memorial
U~ion Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824.
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of a loving, carmg and supportive
group of liberal minded persons of all
ages who share a common life style of
singleness?
The Durham Unitarian Universalisl
J<"'ellowship, al 20 Madbury Road,
Durham,
is
sponsoring
l~e
organization of just such a group. This
group will meet for the first time al 7
p.m., September 29 at the Fellowship
house al the above address, where,
amidst this new sharing of human
fellowship over wine and cheese. the
firm foundation of this much needed
group will materialize.
Already laid in this foundation are
plans for "rap" sessions on the
multitude of problems facing singles
of both sexes; workshops, led by single
Unitarian Universalist ministers and
single professional lay persons, on
Human Sexuality, Recovery from
Loss, Communication Skills, etc.; and,
last but never least, just plain fun
while eating and playing together. The
needs of the "whole" - person are
designed to be met.
The sexuality workshop begins at 7
p.m . on Oct. 20 and will last until 11
p.m . the next day. If the group wishes
it may extend to Sunday morning.
Sleeping facilities will be provided al
Fellowship House; participants should
bring sleeping bags.
The workshop will be led by Kathleen
Elcox, sex therapist and sex educator.
She is a Registered Nurse with a
Bachelor of Science and Master of
Education in counselling and administration.
The uniqueness of each person, who
desires to give to and to receive of
another's uniqueness, is a beautiful
treasure of infinite value never to be
forgotten. Should you be interested in
sharing in this experience in a group
situation, you are warmly invited to
come to this first meeting and meet
one another, and to contribute to the
foundation of the group. For more information, call or write Marcia Wilde,
3 Davis Court, Durham, 03824;
telephone 868-7485.
MarciaJ. Wilde
Coordinator of Group
and Graduate Student
in Department of Botany
and Plant Pathology
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Blood
To the Editor:
Your University and town of
Durham have first declared the week
of Sept. 25 through the 28 to be "Golden
Harvest Week."
They have joined together to help us
celebrate our 50,000th pint and our joy
in sharing this beautiful occasion with
you.
In preparation for our harvest, a
word about our program policy and
donor eligibility seems most appropriate.
Your Vermont-New Hampshire Red
Cross Blood .Program exists lo serve.
Its policy assures that blood needs will
be met without charge for the blood itself. A processing fee to cover part of
the testing and analysis necessary for
the safest possible transfer is charged.
Newcomers from 17 through may
donate, and 17-year-olds need parental
permission . Minimum weight for acceptance is IIO pounds. Any incidence
of hepatitis or jaundice defers a donor
permanently. Anyone in doubt a:s to his
eligibility for specific health reasons
should consult the hostess before
registeting.
Regular donors who have previously
been deferred because of an antibody
in their blood may now donate.
While the 50,000th is exciting, it is
not the ultimate goal for this drive. A
weekend call from our blood center informed me that collections have
slowed down since Father's Day , while
patient needs go on.
Our program is depending on you to
put us back in proper balance after a
rough month!
I know you will respond to this call
for your help and make this the best
fall drive ever!
Together we will gather in our harvest of love and see it become !ife for
another.
I'll see you Sept. 25 through 28, 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the MUB !
Jarry Stearns
Blood Drive Chairman

iHE FORD PINTO MATCHBAC.K

Vending
To the Edi tor:
I'm a commuter student <aren't we
all? J, and today made the costly
mistake of forgetting my lunch. So I
buzzed on down to the commuter
lounge thinking I could eat a la vending
machine.
What
a
joke!
The non-assemblage of non-food was
enough to give me a non-appetite.
One machine boasted rows and
colums from which one could choose.
But what a choice! Half the little
cubicles were empty. Some were filled
with who knows how old peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches (you know,

where ttlc bread is turning grape purple l. I pclssed.
Rubbing my dime and quarter
together, I checked out another slot.
Macaroni , one heaping tablespoonful.
Pass.
For two quarters I could take a
chance on a huge bulky roll with a
mystery substance in the middle. The
thing was so big you couldn't read the
label.
Now, a starving man would have opted for the bulk, but a starving man
wouldn't have noticed that everything
looked like it had been there all summer. I passed on the bulky.
Finally, I settled on yogurt for an entree. For a side dish I had a choice of
two oatmeal cookies, a piece of coffee
cake, or a fig bar that looked like it
needed desperately to be rescued. Or,.
if I didn't .want to spend the whole
quarter, I could get one big ounce of

chips for twenty cents . I took the chips.
Now, my point is this. The machines
in the commuter lounge are a rip-off.
Not so much because of price <milk is
~Aiickel ~.heaper than upstairs in the
c'afete'ria) 'but because the selection is
so lousy that you have no choice. I
always end up getting the yogurt.
T&S Vending Service should get a
microwave oven and ·put it up in the
candy machine that sells potato chips .
Then they should fill some of the empty catacombs · in the other machine
with soups and sandwiches which
could be heated up; get rid of the
peanut butter and jelly, and maybe
even jack the prices up five cents to
make it all worth it to them. I, for one
would be pleased. And oh yes, some
napkins too.
Rob McCormack

The New Hanipshire
needs a photo editor
Responsibilities include
Applications are due Friday
coordinating a photo staff,

in room 151

shooting pictures and processing film

of the MUB

Give your name, address, class,
and experience in your application

This is a paid position

-

q_u

Stop by room 151 in the MUB for information or call 2-1490 ..
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British Actor Michael Rothwell Expounds
By Dana A. Benson
English actor Michael Rothwell sat on his apartment sofa
sipping beer and discussing "The
Life of Lewis Carroll," a one-man
play he would perform later that
evening in Johnson Theater.
Carroll, the author of "Alice in
Wonderland" and "The Hunting
of the Snark." was also a logician.
priest. lecturer. and an excellent
photographer.
Rothwell termed Carroll's fantasy writing as "an escape from a
miserable psychological state."
Carroll was extremely uncomfortable in the company of adults.
His persistant stammer made
him "socially gauche." Rothwell
explained as he leaned across the
coffee table. almost stammering
himself.
Carroll
loathed
his
undergraduate students at Oxford
University. They mercilessly
riqi_!:!.Yled his speech problem
while
he
lectured
on
mathematics.
The lonely writer was most
comfortable in the company of

young children. particularly
girls. "There was definitely a
sexual attraction involved."
Rothwell said as he lit a .French
cigarette. "but it was never consummated."
Carroll was tortured by this attraction which he could never
fully understand or conquer. Its
outward manifestations were at
first
innocent.
The
young
professor would take the children
on long walks or bring them into
his apartment for tea. He always
created fantasies to amuse his little friends . From these tales
came many of his published
children's stories.
The recluse mathematician often dressed the little girls up in
historical
costumes
and
photographed them. Rothwell
had some examples of Carroll's
innovative photography with
him.
But. at times. Carroll's quaint
hobby lost its innocence. "He
began to photograph the girls
when they were naked," the
renowned actor stated. "He

dressed others in torn night
gowns and took pictures of them
in provocative poses."
Carroll's obsession never extended physically beyond kissing
his juvenile companions good-by .
"But." Rothwell said, "needless
to say. many of the girls' mothers
rtisapproved of their daughters'
strange friend.

among the l!;nglishman's favorite
works. "He is one of the greatest
dramatists in the world!" the actor exclaimed enthusiastically.
Rothwell made an interesti'lg '
observation about Americ n
writers. "For some reason. it
seems to me that many more of .
the great American authors were ~
alcoholics than their English
counterparts."
Larry left to go to a luncheon
the actor was also supposed to e
attending.
Rothwell began to talk of
politics. "You know." he said.
"democracies are expensi'le
things to run. It seems to me that
democracy only succeeds whe;e
there is wealth . Today in
England we have a le·s
democratic state than we ha ve
•
had in the past."
The artist attributes this
decline to the country's perilous
economic situation. According .o
Rothwell , "Democracy is a
luxury item in this world, that is
why so many poor Banara
Republics have authoritari an
regimes ."
Winding our way along woodEd
paths across campus to the Newr
England Center . Rothwell lurnEd
and remarked. "This University
reminds me of an Ovaltine Egg
Farm. I like the setting here very
much." (The Ovaltine Beverage
Company maintains produce
farms in England.)
"You know, " I said, watching a
squirrel crack .an acorn. "we cb
too."

with some friends. A strange man
walked in. His skin was navyblue. I asked my companions
what had happened to him . They
said the man had been sent to a
Nazi concentration camp during
the war. The German doctors had
performed experiments upon him
lo change his skin color."
All of the stories will not be that

Rothwell on Lewis Carroll:
"The lonely writer was most comfortable
in the company of children,
par~icularly

girls. There was definitely

a sexual attraction involved.' "
"I was attracted to Carroll
when I started to read his books,"
explained the actor in his charming British accent. "Although
they were fantasies, his stories
were very logical."
Rothwell studied acting at the
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art
in London, and has worked with
Sir Laurence Olivier in the
British National Theater's first
season. He has played many of
the major classical roles such as
Othello, while also performing in
television and radio dramas. He
moved into one-man shows
because he found that he liked the
challenge and concentration this
form required.
"I have played Lewis Carroll
for two and one-half years now
around England," he said as he
let Larry, his stage set-up man
into the room. "I don't think. that
there has been any carry over
from Carroll's personality to
mine."
One of his next projects is
another one-man play which he
has written himself, entitled
"The Grapes of Rothwell." "This
work is the anecdotal story of the

extraordinary and lurid. "It will
be a melange of experiences that
I have had over the past few
years while drinking wine." Al
the same time the actor/author
hopes to teach his audience a little about the qualities of various
wines .
The discussion shifted to
literature when Rothwell returned from the kitchenette with a
beer. Eugene O'Neill's writing is

arts&

entertaininent

adventures of glasses of wine the

Rothwell on UNH: "This university reminds me of an
Ovaltine Egg Farm." <Arthur Illman photo>

author has known."
Rothwell and Larry laugh at
the interviewer's disbelief. "I'm
.serious," he says, "for example,
years ago, I was sitting in a
French restaurant sipping wine

Bloomfield is back with the blues
By B. Malone

(alias Dr. John) composition,
Michael Bloomfield gives true begins with an impromptu atblue traditionals and contem- titude that continues throughout
porary blues pieces his fullest at- the number. This is due largely to
tention on his new album entitled Bloomfield's effortless electric
slide guitar work.
"Michael Bloomfield."
The rest of the cuts rely heavily
Bloomfield has had a long
career as a Rock n' roller, on the blues style popularized by
although in blues terms he is just the likes of Muddy Waters and B.
B. King. This is especially true on
coming of age.
He has played in such notable "You Took My Money" and
groups as "The Electric Flag." "Keep the Dirt Off My Grave."
For the minimalists who are
and "The Butterfield Blues
Band,·· as well as doing work on critical of the elaborate and
the legendary super session sometimes questionable gimalbum with Steven Stills and Al mickry that results in the overly
Kooper (the original producer of slick studio productions popular
nowadays. this album should be
"Blood, Sweat and Tears">.
Bloomfield has now left his refreshing. It is about as "live"
rock n' roll notoriety behind him, as you are likely to find.
choosing a more basic musical
environment as the setting for his
guitar work.
Each tune on this album is
unadulterated blues which may
be overpowering for those whose
tastes run more to rock n' roll.
But for those who enjoy listening
to its parent form of music, fhis
album should prove enjoyable.
On side one. the first cut
"Knockin' Myself Out"
is
a rollicking blues number with a
bouncy, back beat and biting
guitar licks. Add a strongly felt.
boogieing piano background and
you have one happy blues ditt~.
J'he ne.xt c.ut. a Mac Reban;\ck '

In fact, this live quality is the
most telling and pleasing aspect
of the album. Applause and hoots
have survived the mix down and
remain to remind us of the fresh,
immediate quality of the takes.
There are no voice overs or
multiple tracks here. Instead,
one feels as though he has just
stumbled into one of the many
honky tonks where bluesmen
constantly find something new
and fresh in the old 1-4-5 chordal
progression, which is the backbone of the blues format.
Bloomfield has an uncanny feel
for the blues as his skilled picking
and slidework reveals. While his
subject is old, his interpretations
are new. fresh, and invigorating.

Rothwell on Rothwell: "I was sitting in a French
restaurant sipping wine with some friends. A strange man
walked in. His skin was navy blue." <Arthur Illman photo)

Calendar - - Tuesday, September 19
Michael Rothwell, the British actor starring in "The
World of Lewis Carroll", will hold an informal lecture
at 1:10 pm in the Strafford Room of the MUB. He will
talk about compiling and adapting works for a one-man
show and pulling the material together to stage a production.

Wednesday, September 20

-f

Auditions for the UNH Dance Theater Company will
be held in New Hampshire Hall at 6 p.m.
MUB Pub - Rick Bean, disco, 8 p.m.

Thursday, September 21
MUSO Film Series presents "Rocky" at 7 and 9:30
p.m. int the Strafford Room of the MUB.
l!
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Werewolves of Durham
"I saw a freshman with a Wildcat menu in his hand,
Walking through the streets of Durham, insane.
He was looking for a place called Phi Ho Pi. .. "
My theory is that the full moon pulls on our brains.
After all, our bodies are about 70 percent water, and the
moon pulls on bodies of water like the ocean, so why not on,
ours?
The other night I dreamed I was driving to school on a
skateboard with two hitch-hikers on the back. We got
hopelessly mired in the mud from the construction they're
doing in Dover. A Kari-van whizzed by. I knew then that I
would miss my Astronomy exam.
A Philosophy major friend of mine told me the dream
showed that I'm existentially undefined. A Nutrition major
friend said it was indigestion. But I know it was the moon.
A sophomore who wishes to remain anonymous confessed that during full moons he feels less of the earth's
gravitational pull, so much less that he has out of mind, out

TV: "Battleship Galactica" takes off
By Brendan DuBois
"Star Wars" fans take heart.
ABC's "Battlestar Galactica,"
which premiered Sunday night, is
not a direct ripoff from George
Lucas' production.

Most of the fleet is destroyed,
along with mankind's planets.
Lorne Greene
(Commander
Adama)
controls the last
remaining Battlestar, the Galactica, along with a ragtag fleet. of

"Battlestar Galactica" takes

220 ships of all sizes, containing

place in a star system light-years
away from us, where mankind
·has been fighting a thousandyear war with the Cylons,
mechanical beings who hate
humans with a fear approaching
hysteria. To mankind's surprise,
the Cylons decide to sue for
peace. But while the humans battlefleet approaches the treaty
area, the Cylons attack in a Pearl
Harbor maneuver.

the last human survivors .
Though parts of the plot may
have been stolen from "Star
Wars," the acting and special effects have not. Lorne Greene is
convincing as a leader of the
humans.
In one melancholy scene, he
returns to his ravaged home to
poke through the charred
remains of his home, weeping
over the death of his wife and son.

He and the other actors are not
Emmy contenders, but are at
least three-dimensional.
Director John Dykstra, who
created the special effects for
"Star Wars," comes to "Bat-

tlestar Galactica" with two more

of body experiences.

years of work, refining his
techniques. The result is welldone special effects, making the
viewer believe that he is watching real spaceships attack each
other, instead of plastic models .
Some of the dialogue is wooden
<after worlds and milJions of
people are destroyed, the best
one of the actors can say is "Oh
my God") but since the show is so
large and complex, it moves well
despite flaws in screenplay.

Mr. X said, "On Saturday night while I was asleep, my
soul got up out of bed, went down the hall and went to the
bathroom, saving me a trip." Then he added, "My roommate has to comb his face during a full moon."
Luckily, most people don't have out of body experiences
during full moons or else there would be twice as many nuts
around.
There were plenty out roaming the streets of Durham under the full moon on Saturday night, though.
That evening I went downtown to buy some oil for my
Ouija board. I wanted to talk to Elvis, but the board kept
squeaking.
A whole herd of guys stumbled toward me on the
sidewalk chanting something in unison. They were wearing
white sheets and had leaves on their heads.
At first, I thought they were Druids on their way to a
sacrifice in College Woods. As they got closer I could hear
that they were saying "Toga!" I knew then they were
Greeks.
Packs of partiers cruised Main Street howling and baying
pitifully beneath the full moon.
A shadowy figure, probably some moonstruck lover, was
picking flowers in the park behind the bus stop. He was
humming "Strangers in the Night."
I'll bet beef chowmein and pina coladas were a hot item in
Durham that night.

Waylon, Willie, and Me:
UNH Prof promotes C& W
By David Grutter
There was a country music festival held in North Conway two
summers ago. Many famous
Country and Western performers,
including
Tammy
Wynette, Mel Tillis, and Lynn
Anderson played there. The
festival was produced by Prof.
David· Magidson, chairperson of
the Theater and Communications
Department here at UNH
"Promoting is just a summer
·vacation thing for me, like.going
to the beach for the summer,''
says Magidson.

Even if Magidson is only a parttime
country
music
entrepreneur, he is a full-time country music fan.,
Yet, in his carpeted office, in
his vested suit, smoking his pipe,
Prof. Magidson doesn't fit his
own description of a country
music fan.
"People who came to the
fes ti val were twenty-five years
old and up and they were working
class, very family-type people,"
Magidson said.
The popularity of country
music, Magidson feels, stems
from its simplicity, its working
class roots, and the fact that the
music is less commercial than
rock and pop.
While we college students have
been listening to rock or jazz, or
some bluegrass, we've been
ignoring Country and Western.
But the music is still going strong
· in New England, thanks to airplay on radio station WOKQ, and
to something Magidson calls the
country crossover to pop.
You know those Kenny Rogers,
Dolly Parton, and Waylon Jennings hits we've been hearing
lately? People have been making
records like that for years down
in Nashville.
"Tammy Wynette has been
around for about 15 or 20 years.
Any rock acts that have been

sign autographs or just to talk,"
Magidson said. He said that country singers are good to work with,
too.
Hank Williams, Jr. failed to
show at Magidson 's festival in
Portland last summer, but
Magidson feeJS that country
singers can generally be counted
on to hold up their end of a contract.
Magidson's interest in and
knowledge of country music influenced him to go into the music
festival business, as did his
knowledge of the entertainment

business. Magidson is the chairman of the UNH Celebrity Series,
which brings to UNH a wide
array of professional entertainment.
But Magidson doesn't plan to
make a career of concert production.
·
"The two we had went weJJ, but
we didn't make much money,'' he

said, with a chuckle.
Prof. Magidson cited the high
costs of renting a performance
site such as an auditorium,
paying performers, and paying
everyone else involved, like
agents and even bus drivers and
security guards, as factors that
keep profits down for producers.
He said that more work often
goes into the organizing of the
festivals than into the actual performances_
"It's a rough business. There
may be eight fuJJ-time concert
promoters in New England, but

that's all," Magidson said.

WUNH Program guide

He said that he would warn
anyone interested in getting into
the music business that there is a
Jot of hard work involved and not
to expect to get rich quick.
"Mel Tillis's new hit song is
called "There Ain't No California." That's a sort of metaphor
for the music business."

LP Complete - An entire album played without interruption every ever:ing
at 12 midnight.
·
Tuesday, Sept. 19
Michael Bloomfield 1 "Michael Bloomfield."
Who, "Who Are You?"
Wednesday, Sept. 20
Thursday, Sept. 21
Boston, "D~:m't Look Back."
Friday, Sept. 22
Blue Oyster Cult, "Some Enchanted Evening."
Saturday, Sept. 23
Moody Blues, "Octave."
Sunday, Sept. 24
Genya Ra van, "Urban Desire."
Monday, Sept. 25
Kingfish, "Trident."
Specials:
Monday, Sept. 19

6-8 p.m. Classical music with Steve Woodward.
p.m. ·Mainstream .fazz with Gene Franceware.
11 p.m .-2 a.m.Free-form Rock with Tom Hankins.
6-8 p.m . Classical music with special guest from
Wednesday, Sept. 20
the UNH Music department.
8-9 p.m.
"Topics" with Terry Monmaney. Tonite,
Terry's guests will be Don B. Johnson,
author of "Mel Practice In N.H ." and
Andy Merton. columnist for the Boston
Globe and Boston Magazine. They will
discuss journalism and politics in N.H.
·and how theyare related.
9-11 p.m. The Blues Show with John Palmer.
11 p.m .-2 a.m. Free-form Rock with Theo M.
Thursday. Sept. 21
6-8 p.m . Classical Music from the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
8-11 p.m . "Expressions." Modern Jazz with Matt
Cegalis.
11 p.m.-2 a .m . Free-form Rock with Bill Hutchings.
Friday. Sept. 22
Progressive Rock all night long.
Saturday. Sept. 2.1
8-11 p.m. "Requeslfully Yours." call 862-1072.
11 p.m.-2 a .m . Free-form Rock with Rick Reilly.
Sunday. Sept. 24
3-6 p.m. The Sunday Afternoon Folk Show with
Jack Beard.
6-9 p.m . "All Star Jazz" with Curt MacKail.
9-10 p.m . ''King Biscuit Flower Hour" this weak.
featuring live music by Pablo Cruise and
Eddie Money.
10-12mid The Oldies Show. with music and information from the 50's and very early 60's
with Ma rshall Miller .
12-2 a .m . Free-form rock with Lou Bruno.
8-11

around for that long are just
nostalgic now," said Magidson .
He feels that because · of the
commercial nature of rock , performers usually don't last as long
as their C&W counterparts.
Having a hit on the charts isn't so
.
,
important in country music .
1
"At the festiyal. every. pe~for- ' D,a.v)d M,agid~qn,, ~op1mm1ications professor arid ·uo~)l.~t~t,
•__1:1~~ ~e_nLo_u_t _,!1_t_!l~_at:d}~12C:C:. !~ _- ~H·~-'Y~~t~t!•J>_r_0.!1.!Q~e_r_. __ _
·
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H.egular ft•atures
"The Extendl'<l Thumb." a ride board. at 8:40 a .m .. 4:40 p.m .. and 11 :40 p.m.
" Out On th e Town ." a complete rundown of club entertainment and major
concerts . al 11 a .m . and 5 p.m .
"~,ost and F unt·; al 10i_ 15 i.m,. ~ ~d 4: 1 5, p , ~ . \VTOncjay-S,a tyrdqy.
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GridderS .
--down
Central
Conn
FOOTBALL
continued from page 23
second half and began playing its
game. ''Pulling is our strong
point," he said. "We still need
improvement, but the little things
will come as the season goes on.
You iearn to adjust jlS you play -

-

we were still feeling the other
guys <CConri's defensive.iinemen)
·out for most of the first haH. · ·
Wholley led the Cats 76 yards
on the next touchdown drive with
only one pass. Cappadona finished
the ten-play march with an 11-yard
gallop off left tackle for an imposing
28-7 lead.
McDonnell's interception return
for a touchdown and the late
score for the Blue Devils capped
the g~me that UNH ha_(l to--and
~id--win: Perhaps Bowes and his
coaching staff will be relieved that
with Central Connecticut no longer
on the schedule, they can just
wor!y about winning--and not by
how much.
Wildcat notes:
Bowes anrioiincecr- after lhegametnarco:.-captain inside linebacker Mike
Marchese definitely will start Saturday in UNH's home opener against
Boston University. Aooarentlv
Marchese's concu5Sion. sllffered in
the Holy Cross game. was not
deemed serious. Marchese was in
uniform Saturday. but without pads
... Kicker Tom Williams sprained his
ankle Saturday. Punter Tom
Leavitt filled in on kick-offs .. .
Place kicker Arthur Illll}qn woulg
be one consecutive extra point
away from a New England record
if it weren 't for a holding call fn the
second quarter . Illman converted
the extra point after UNH's first
touchdown but he had to ta ke
it over--this time from 35 yards
away from the goal post--because
of the penalty . He missed. but
now has another string going-four
in a row ... Leading rusher Saturday
was fullback Bill Cameron with
83 yards on only eight carries ... Four
UNH backs had over 50 yards
rushing Saturday.

Stickwo1nen
look sharp
in tourney
FIELD HOCKEY
continued from page 24
Sunday's · - action
was
highlighted by a 1-0 win over
Southern Illinois on what Rillings
called "an amazing individual effort" by Foster. who scored on a
diving strike at her own deflected
initial shot. Up to the UNH encounter. Southern Illinois had
gone undefeated.
Although UNH was to lose its
last game to William and Mary 20. the 2-3 record has seemed to
hold up well against the rest of
the competition.
The worst UNH could do is to
finish tied for fourth place. the
best being third. as final results
were not available at press time.
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Waflle Trainer- --Collegiate
Crossword

by
It's just possibly the most
comfortable training shoe
that has ever been made!
movies -

around"
- Li z Smith .
Syndi cated Columnist

2:00
4:15
7:25
9:40

"Marvelously
funny"
- Time M aga zine

Unique waffle sole provides
the traction of a spike, with the
cushion of a flat. Nylon uppers,
great arch support
Also available: Lady Waffle Trainer
"ALMOST SURE TO BE THE MOST
POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT OF THE SUMMER." 1 1me

HEAVEN CAN WAIT

2:00
4:2fi

1:00
9:20

JUST h11lEN YOU THOUC HT IT HAS
SAFE TO GO BACK TO THE MOVIE S !

·-~-!~~lE~~ig
CINE 1 ·2·3·4
NEWINGTON MALL 431·4200

50 Main St. Durham

MON-SAT: 9:30-5:30
THURS EVE 'till 9:00 P.M.

Heaven At Eleven
and continuously carrying on
til quarter to midnight

So now UNH will get back to the
matter at hand. that being the
Harvard game this Friday. In the
past two years. the Wildcats have
gone undefeated in regular
season play. but have failed to
win the coveted EAIA W championship.
With - the bulk of last year's
number
one-ranked
New
England squad returning. UNH
should return to its normal
position on the top of the heap.

In The Center of North Conway Village • 356-2687
& On The Upper Square, Dover, N.H. • 749-0483
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Powell

There's notblnl lunny
about death •••

POWELL
continued from page 1
"I believe very strongly ttrnt
the
University
must
have
adequate funding," said Powell,
who attended UNH from fall. rn:M
to spring, 19:~6.
"Students should not be abused
by tuition," he said.
Powell said that if elected he
will "enlist the support of faculty
and administrators in higher
education to help the state get
back on its feet."
The former governor, who has
worked as a private lawyer since
leaving office, said his decision to
run was based on numerous contacts made with Republican,
Democratic and independent
voters in New Hampshire.
The Hampton Falls resident
said he will conduct an active
campaign.
Matt Vita, Gallen's press
secretary, said, Gallen welcomes
former governor Powell back into the political arena.
Gallen said, "Wesley Powell
has always been a man of his
convictions and he's doing what
he thinks is best in order to get
Mel Thomson out of office in
December," according to Vita.
Vita said he did not expect
Powell's ca11didacy to hurt
Gallen. "Wesley Powell is as extreme as Mel Thomson is," Vita
said. "This is probably the peak
of Powell's candidacy, today and
tomorrow, as far as recognition
will go."
Powell said he does not expect
to split the vote with Gallen.
"What I'm interested in is a proPowell, independent vote coming
from Republicans, Democrats
and independents," he said.
Officials in Thomson's campaign office and at the Governor's State House office declined
to comment on Powell's candidacy.

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.
(offer expires Dec. 31 1978)
1

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

THE
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
PRESENTS

FALL RUSH '78
Pre-Rush Information
for Interested MEN:
Tues.,Sept.19-Area I Stoke Rec Room 7-8 p.m.
Wed.,Sept.20-Area III Hubbard Lounge 7-8 p. m.
Thurs.,Sept.21-Area II Englehardt Lounge 7-8 p. m.
Portions of this motion picture
were filmed in Durham and surromulin~
areas. Many lJ.N.11. students were used as
act ors and ex 1ras.

OPEN RUSH 8-11 p.m.
Tues.,Sept.26-Downtown
Wed.,Sept.27-Strafford Ave.
Thurs. ,Sept.28-Madbury Rd. (and Sigma Nu)

l.F.C. Exec. Comm.

Texas Instruments
Professional calculator values
for college and career
Tl programmable calculators with SOLID STATE SOFTWARE™modules

*******
FRANKLIN

THEATRE
6:30 & 8:45

Sept. 19-2

starring
Interchangeable
Solid State Software TM
modules·

Shirley McClaine /Ann Bancroft
in

Each contains complete
library of programs for
specific applications
area. Come in and

Jurning Point
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Sept. 21, 22, 23
6:30 & 8:30

Tl-58
Only

9

124

• Just plug in a prerecorded Solid State Software
module of your choice into a Tl-58 or Tl-59 and
it 's like having a small customized computer at
your fingertips. A complete software library for
your specialty . You don't even need to .know how
to program! Master Library Module of 25
programs included .
• Or use the built-in programming capability of tne
Tl-58 and Tl-59 to create your own programs.
Personal Programming guidebook teaches you
how. Permanently record your own programs on
magnetic cards with the Tl-59 .
•Add the PC-100A thermal printer for a quiet, highspeed printout of your calculations, program
listings, plots and curves-even instructions and
headings in plain English.
Tl Programmable 58. Up to 480 program steps or up
to 60 memories available for custom programs .
Tl Programmable 59 . Up to 960 program steps or up
to 100 memories available for custom programs.

Records programs and data on magnetic cards
(20 blank cards included) .

YOUR NAME HERE

starrin~

95

Burt Reynolds
in
mable Calculators, a $12.95 value
bonus book, to help you get even
/
more from your Tl programmable
'
calculator. See coupon for details. /

-~~~m
... . .

~~- · ~:';:::::.::..

~'

-------------

II
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
\

....... s

· .,_,·,.,,::......__

1

f~:~':::~ ~~-:: i,rpTr~;~ ~~:~~~;~;~~ :s:avt~~1~y~~~dp(~r~ch~es~ ~e~~:)~n
August 15 and October 31 . 1978 Your coupon, customer information
card, and dated copy of proof of purchase must be postmarked on
or before November 7 1978, to qualify for this special offer. Book
covers step-by-slep programmed solutions to problems on a wide
1

Comin~ ...

A NEW

GIU~EK

FILM

~

Programmable
Calculators,
a $12
Return
this .
''"'
'""'"m'""
•"' ""' ''"
, 95
""value
'""when
"' 'you
"(1)"
"
'
completed coupon . including serial number. (2) along with your
0

''HOOPER''

IPHEGENIA
6:80 & 8:55

1

~ap:~:1~~~ :~~~e~r~~ee~~~~~~~c~, ~1~;~a:i~~~~~:r~~~~~~y:~s and
astronomy. music and much more
Send to:
Tl-58/59 Free Book Offer, P.O. Box 53, Lubbock , Texas 79408
Name

Clayhurgh

ED WOMAN"

Address

Co ty
Slat e

Zop

Tl-58 or Tl-59 SER IAL NUMBER
/from back of calculritOr)

'•'

.r ... ('
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WHERE A~
WE c;QtNG?

00

Great'X' supports
the student body
-With SD-To.school H1in:uts
Th•t Acee ....... YOA11 Best

Subiecla.
Get a hemstart on 1he upcoming
IChool yar. Look gr911t before
1he bell rings for your first d.a..

At . Gr911t

·x·.

•

much a great haircut can
contribute to the body of a
student. Th8t's how we support
the Student Body.
Leem how it feels to get your
t...t together...with your hair.
From Great ·x·...the precision
hain:utters.

we know how

<flam

Goodbye Summer Sale

DNCJITlllS~
PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

Seven days a 111eelc

at

the Newiagion Mall

and dae Mall of New Hami-hire
Levi's Hopsacks_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 pr. for S10.00
Reg. Now
Levi's Jeans and Cords_ _ _ _ _ __ _ S17 .00 12.50
Painter's Pants
$10.55-$13.00 $7.99
ConverseSneakers
$13.00 $5.00
S35.00 30-50 percent off
Men's Levi's for feet

---classified ads--cars for sale
0

611 \"\\' Bl"G: Just recently inspected. lncludNf are new brake sh()('s . two new tires.
snow tires. a nd a tune up. The engine is
in good running condition . ASK for John
before 6 p.m. $550. Tel. 8611-5 Ul.'l. 9/ 22
0

l L\S..<\IC" 1962 VW BUG w ith canvas sunroof.
Rebuilt engine. Recenth: painted. Born in
Florida . No rust. Asking $750.00. Call 659-~
after 5 pm. 9/ 22

Summer Tops--Men's and Women's_Now 20~50 percent off
Women's and Juniors Levi Jeans
Now 20 percent off

provided. Graduate students or semors who
have a driver·s license preferred . Transpor·
talion can be arrangl'<f. The other invol ves
10-15 hours of office-based assistance con·
tacting post-secondarv admissions and financial aid personnel anil s tudents via telephone
and mail : processing such applications :
lrou~leshoolmg .
Conlact Marsna John.
Robinson House 1162-1562. 9/ 19

Just Arrived!

New Fall Colors if' Danskin Shirts and Tops

!\100~1.lGllTERS . Dover News has an early
morning home delivery route a vailable .
Newmarket. Lee area . Excl'llent monev
for a fl'w hours work everv morning . Fo·r
morl' information call Mrs . LaFrance al
7-12-1578. 8 am-5 pm . Mon .·Fri . 9/ 22

For Salt>: 1975 Saab 99Le 88,000 highwav
miles. overall good mechanical and bodv
condition. S-2.900 or best offer: 225-96.'i9 call
evenings. IO/ :!

Painh'rs wanted full or parl lime. Good
pay. hard work . Call Jeff l -20:!-36:!-:1170.9/ 26

We'vw changed since last semester so check
out our new fall additions along with
our new footwear selection featuring

for sale

General Kitchen Help. Full a nd part-time
posi tions <ivailable in comfortable crl'a li ve
r estaurant environment. Contact : Hal at
HORSEFEATHERS 749-048:3. 9/22

Bass, Frye, Thom McAnn
Jox, Puma and Clogs

Takt> care of a ll vour furniture needs Desks. beefs. mattresses. bureaus. lamps.
kitchen set s . living room sets. end tabl es.
much more . . . All al reasonable prices.
Many nostalgic and old time things. Open
Mon. - Sat. 11 :30-5: 00. -t:l6-1286 Waterbeds
·n Furniture. downtown Portsmouth. 16:!
Islington Sl. nea r Robbins Auto. 9/26
WATEHBED - Fall S tudent Special One
Time Production . While they fast ! Super

~~~~ :i:~1e~\·i~~~':.J~P~=~~e~\·~\~~~~er~~

ostat-eontroL finer and repair kit. Fully
warra ntNf UL a pproved. Tot al price S-275.00.
Full line of wall'rbeds and acces sories
available. Waterbecfs ' n 1-~urniture. downt own
Portsmouth nl'ar Robbins Auto 16:1 Islington
Sl. 436-1286. Open Mon. - Sal. 11 : :10 - 5.9/ 26
10 Spt"t"d Bianchi. 4 yl'ars old. caf!1pagnoio
components. new painl. thoroughly clea ne d .
20 inch worna n·s frame. practicallv new
condition . $85.00. Call 2-1601. Ask for· Annie
in Rm . 103 Fairchild. Keep tr~· ing . 9/ 19

RIKE for sale - IO speed Peugeot - small
frame . 19 inc h . Ex~cellent condition. recenllv
overhaulNf. new parts. Great for around

c~':1o~~f~~~~f~f~ional use.

$ll0. Call

For Salt>: Used :: ~ horsepower. table model
planer - Best offer. 1 curtain rod Kirsch
tra\·erse extends to c . 100 inches. 2 curtain
rods Kirsch traverse extend to c . :18 inches.
Used gold draperies. 63 inches long. 3 pr.
wide picture window. 2 pair :18·· windows.
Used need new linings. Reasonably priced calJ 868-2-198. 9/ 12
•·rf'f' KiU.-11s : Two allractivl' black & white
kittens need a home. Call Nancv al 6.'l9-2:l6."l
for more info.
·
For Sal.- : Classical Yamaha Guitar. Call
Andy 1162-21:1(1 1days1. 868-5947 1e\•enings >.
T\\o gift l·ertifil'att>S for first jump nmrsc• at
tht• Orange Parachuting Ct•ntl'r. Orange.
Mass. $75 l'ach or best offl'r. <.\111 Nl•al.
Jessie Dol' -109. llGS-9llU2 or 2-16HO. 2/'12

help wanted
Edut·ational Talmt &>arch has pos itions
a\•ail_able for College Work/ Study Sludcnls.
One involves outrl'ach work contacting high
school guidance personnl'I and social st•n·ice
agenl'it-s within ilil'w llampshin• to l'ounsel
low-inl'omt• students aboul post -st'l'ondarv
Niucalional_ qppor t un ilies. Tr:ain.i1U{_ . i!}.

BODY & SOL.E

S21Ml weekly poss ible mailing c ircula r s !!
Mall'rials supplied. Earn immedi a tely 1 Send
self-addressed stamped envelope . Homeworker. B427-6HN Troy . MT 599:15. 9/ 19

:;;~!.~~t>~s ~~~ :;Jt~es~~~. aJ~YF~r~e~~g

sf

3.J Locust
Dover. N.if. Open 6 p .m.-1 a .m .
6days. Sun . 6 p .m . · 12 midnight. 9/ 194'

42 Main Street"
Durham, New Hc:vnpsh·1re

lmmediah• openings · Parl ·tim e c lerks for
receiving and general s tock work . 20·:30
hrs. per week . Call 742·9805 o r appl v in
pers on lo Mr . Whitehousl'. RED' S SfiOE
BARN . Broadway. Dover. 9/ 19

lmpron• Your Grades ! Send $1.00 for your
The Town of Durham is in nel'<i of Sl'ven
256-oage. mail order cata lol! of Collegiate
<7 > or eighl (81 people lo work part -lime
Research. 10.250 topics listed . Prompi
thours nl'gotiable around class schedule1
llt"ll Vt"I ,V. DUii. .l;J!l\l/·l:S , LOS /'\II~"' "''" v a111 .
~tarting in) mediately and lasl ing for approx90025 (213) 477-8226. 9/ 22
1matl'ly eight 18> to ten 110 1 \\'el'ks. The
work_ will consist of gl'neral labor for land·
scapmg and road maintena ncl'. Till' pav is · llarmonit·a Lessons · Folk & Classical. Have
$3.25 per hour. Work-Studv sludl'nt s encour·
played 5 years ~Jth lhl' Weslchesler Summer
ag~. Applications avaifabll' a l thl' Town
Band m add1t1on lo coffeehouses. Call
office. l:H5 Newmarkl'l Roa<i t localed behind
Barbara at 1168·9650. 9/ 19
Police Station>. All applica tions mus l b<'
in by Fridav. September 22. 1978. al 5: 00
p .m. The Town of Durham is an Equal
(;uitar Lessons · Beginning fingerpicking
Opportunity / Affirmativt• Action Emplo\'£'r . and flalpicking . Ha\'e laughl 2 vears in lhe
9/19
.
New York area . Call Barbara at 868-9650.9/ 19
Pirates Cove Rt'Staurant. 1200 Ocean Bl\'d .
Rye. N .H . 4:IB-9591 NOW HIRING: Wail ·
resses. Waitl'rs. Hostesst's and Kildll'n
Help. 9/22
l 'P\\" .\HD BOl' ~I> is looking for 2 al'adt•mic
vl'ar tutor/ counselors . Rt'spons ibil itit•s are
lutoring of area high Sl'hool sludt•nts and
supen·1sion of occasional wet'kl'nd outdoor /
cultural activitil's . Rel'q. · Soph . or Junior
wilh good GPA. Work Study a musl . 6 or
more hours/wl'l•k. 3.00/ hr. Contal'I Dan
Cassidy at 862·156:1bl'forl'9/ 20. 9/26
Pilot Housl' Rl'Slauranl. wanll'd : Wail pt'I"
sons. broiler man. dishwaslll'r. and main ·
tenancl' man nt'l'dl'd for parl -tinll' lwlp.
Call 96.J-11080 bl'lwl'l'n 12-1 p .m . 10/;l

services
T\'PI~(;: Ll'ttl'rs. Rl'SllllH'S. Tlll'Sl'S. 20
yl'ars t'X[K•ril'nl"l'. Call 7·19·21i!l2 . 9/ 29

c;uitar ln~trul·tion by
s 1onal · 1'. lt•nwntary
(lassil'al. 1' olk . lfork
lmg1•r p1ckmg · l\lo<ial
0

~alt•s . i~!l_::H:~: l !1~ 2!1

1-:xpt•rit•nct'd Prnft'S·
lo i\<ivanl'NI . ,Jazz .
Slylt>s . Flat picking .
ru11111ngs . lfrasonahlt•

Tutor for cakulus. physics. and general
malh . Negol1abll• rail's. l'asv going. Call
Tom l\l'lson. 659-5:124 Sun.·Wefl . aflt•r 9.
Thur .-Sal. anytinw. 9/22
TYl'l~c;

rides needed
'.'\t>t•d parking space to rent. Call Tina
Sereno. Stoke Hall . Fourth Floor . Tl'lep hone
2-11 36. 9/ 26

personals
lost
!,L Brown Ha rdcover folder w / legal pad
1ns1de. Also drop/ add cards. If found PLEASE
call Dott y . 749-:!748.
Found : Wrist watch in back of T -Hall.
Contact Regina at 749-2606 .
I.OST: One NIKE running shoe in lhl'
v1cm1tv of Slralford Ave lo Ham Smith
11 's ro)·al blul' wilh gold stripe. Ca.II Susan
al 862· 1:!86 and ll'avc message. 9/ 22

65f/ page . Call Caren. 659·2:J6:l . 9/ 19

roommates
Hat·11111•t Stringing for Tl'nnis. Racqtlt'lball.

r1~·~'d-;~1Jm1~~~'!'. 1 ll'i'~1l. ~i~::~'(;}';;;::~~5• $~d.~~: noo:mun;
1

Smooth and Haisl'd grips . $:!.50 . O\•t•rnighl
st•n·il'l' . Km Bn•\\·er. Lord 207 . 2. 16:14 . 10; 6

wanted
\\'anh•d : goo<i homl' for mall• & rt'malt•
Hhod<'sian Hidgd)ack s. Tht>,. an• lhrl'l' \TS .
old . acli\'l'. arrl'ctional<• & 1)rott'l'li\'e. <.'all :
Carol l«i!\.i05ti. 9/ 1!1
Si11g1•r lll't'ds Pianist W<·ll·\'l'rs<•d in Jazz.
Bhws an<i popular mus ic . -1:11 -11;;1;0. !l/ l!J

llorsl' Stalls for Rent in Lee: L a r ge box
stalls . pasture. ring . trails. turnout: adult
ca re . Terms lo be arra nged . Call 659-5441.9/ 19

WANTED : Prefer fl'tnall•
grad slu<il'nt . own mom. fullv furnishl'<I. all
ulililie~ ind . Hampton Beach. $t :n . Call
Hoberla 6W·6-l·t:l mornings or alfrr 7 p .m .

. FE:\1 ,.\1,E HOOMMATE wanll'd: 2 bl'droom
cabin in _Barrington · 15 min . from UNH.
parl -lurmslwd. grad slu<il'nl or working pt•r·
son pn•lt•tTt•d . $150/ monlh . Sharon . 66.J·
265-t 1l'\"t•nings afll'r 5 :00 and \H'l'kt•nds 1.9/ 21i

for rent
!)l"l'l.EX UNIT $225/ mo . for 2 or :i 1wrsons.
mdud<•s waler. sl~·ps from shoppmg c t•nll'r
an<i nt•w pubhc hbrary. about 20 minult•s
:.i;~::1 mmpu s. \'l'ry l'l<•an. Call Ll'o 7-42--tl :l-t .

I m•NI a garage. in Durham. for lh e school
ve ar tSepl. -May l. I am a student al UNH
a nd do not want to subje ct my sports car
to these hars h winters . I am willing lo
negoti a te monetary terms. Please call Gregg
in Rm. 313 . 868-9815 and leave name &
number if not in . 10/ 3
\ 'olu11h'1•rs nt-t'dt•d: At the Portsmouth Rehabililalion Center . A non -profit organization
for lrnndicappt•d people. Choose from <iiffl'rl'nl classt'S . Greal need for anyone inter·
esled. Possible class credit. Conlacl Nancy
Jl'wett 4:16-5716.9/ 22
;\th·ntion Fellows of Trinity Hall : you are
invited lo S3 Coops for Tea. Scones. and
Scandal - 4 p .m . Thurs 22 Sepl. Bring vour
own cup we'll supply the scandal! "Ellen .
Elaine. Priscilla . & Lisa . 9/ 19
l't•h•r l>arlin~. Just because your head of
MUSO doesn I mean I'll pay your parking
lickels. This doesn't mean I don"t love vou.
hul rt•ally . 9/ 19
·
l.:\l>IES : Tonight is your night in the Paradist• Lounge . DON"T MISS IT! Nick . 9/ 19
Boom available immediatel y for fl'male
ol'cupanl al 14 Strafford Avl' . ·ourham . Call
.Joan r.kGuinl'SS at 868-9929 for dl'lails . 9/2:{
FHEE Kittl'ns. Two attral'lin• black &
whilt• killl'ns nc•t' O a homl'. Call Nancv at
li5!J-2:l6:J for more info.
·

. _i
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RAPPELLING CLINIC!!!

Freshmen and Sophomores!!!
Did you ever feel like jumping off a cliff??
Learn how to do it right! ! !
You are welcome to the Fall Semester

Army ROTC Rappelling Clinic

Place: A1my ROTC Rappelling Tower on Campus
Time: Beginning 1 p. m.
Date: September 22

Stop by the Anny ROTC Building on Campus
for more details.
f
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Bookstore
addition
BOOKSTORE

•
comics

continued from page 1
derstand why professors don't order books through the bookstore,
"We give good service here. A lot
of thought, research and care
goes into this."
Stevenson said this year's
Bookrush "was done very nicely."
He said, "We always have one or
two problems but as far as having
the books here in the amount the
professors want it went fine."
Professors who order more
books than needed and order late
cause routine problems at the
start of the semester, Robinson said.

Student
Caucus
chairman

by Jeff MacNelly

Shoe

Jefferson Commun1c a11ons . Inc 1978

""""'

D1stnbuled by CTN Y NS

by Tom K. Ryan
Ll'L L-OISA
LUCK IZ SORTA
SNOOTY.

CAUCUS
continued from page 3
become familiar with them.

"I'm very familiar with the
requirements of the job and feel
that I can work well with Student
Body President Randy Schroeder,"
he said.
Walker said, "Both Jim (Donnelly) and I are very competent
people. Jim is a really g?od guy."
In other caucus busmess Bot
Gallo, assistant dean of student~
spoke on the functions anr
responsibilities of the Universit)
Judicial System.
President Schroeder announced an open hearing on tht
Student Governance Task Foret
for noon on Wednesday in tht
Strafford Room of the MUB.
Student Senators from Areas I
II. III Liberal Arts, Life Sdences
and Agriculture, the Whittemore
School
of
Business
and
Economics, and Engineering
were elected unanimous votes
Nine senator positions are still
vacant.

WHO f:LSE IS LIS1""E:D UNl/ER
11
''JADfJ? ROU~ IN THE: SMOKE: SIGNAL
l/IRECTORY YE=Ll-OW PAG-E=S?
03857
lt>O l) 659· 6J2 I

Toni~ht

Hoot

~\~

..

Wed-Thu

Bill Morrissey

collegiate crossword
ACROSS

~Edward

Juli us,

1978

Col legiatc C\\178-5

49 First word of

\

1 Book covers
8 Western hemisphere
country
15 Chilean seaport
16 Rules·
17 Promote the
development of
18 Wolfgang Mozart
19 Detroit
20 Family member
21 Depot (abbr. )
22 Jazz form
24 Greek letters
26 Adjusted, as
currency
31 California desert
35 Gilbert and Sullivan output
37 Ancient Greek valley
38 Swelling
39 Cut
41 Actress Grey,
et al.
42 Paul Bunyan
activity
44 City near San
Berna rd i no
46 Lamar Hunt, for one
48 Like Liberace's
clothing
I•

Fri-Sat

13 Scandinavian king

Clement Moore poem
51 Sally Field role
52 U. of Michigan's
arch-rival
55 Lawyer (abbr.)
56 A friend-...
61 Income statement
item
63 Daughter of Minos
and Pasiphae
64 Pause in a line of
verse
65 Certain fringe
benefit
66 Collected
67 Mo st uptight

(var.)
14 Organization
(abbr.)
23 Mr. Duchin
25 Chinese province
26 Actor who played
Mr. Chips
27 Powerful glue
28 Hindu language
29 "Things what
they seem"
30 Famous cup
32 With ful 1 force
33 Sells: Sp.
34 Let up
36 Number of Foys
40 Like some courses
43 Section of Brooklyr
DOWN
45 joke
Islamic spirit
47 Disposition
Beginning for lung 50 Beginning for fast
Mr. Gowdy
52 Killer whale
and kin
53 Line of stitching
Unchanging
54 Eye layer
Attendances
57 Prefix: nose
Meet a poker bet
58 Miss Adams
Let out 59 Ballplayer
(displayed shock)
Slaughter
Oedipal symptom
60 Golfer Jim Tax ~
62 Suffix for count
Famous Barber
63 Mighty Joe Young,
for •one
Anger~
,
\

1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
).2

) ' i

J
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Strings
Attached

......
WIIA T'S I 00° /° OJ{GANIC
AND ADDS BODY AND
SllINE TO YOPR IIAIR'?

HENNA!

HAIR~9.~!j
UMU:ETEoo
llonr.
:'\10~.

-SAT.

TllU~ .

9-n::~(

TILL 8:0(
8H8-70n

I
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Mini dorms
VACANCIES
continued from page 3

•••••••
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HOW HIGH

ISYOUR

EQ ,

David
1:4'oster,
Resident
Assistant in the Environmental
<Economics
dorm said the selection is based
•
• •
Quotient>
· upon the student's concern with
Write
ford
free
booklet.
the environment.
·Econom ics:·
The Personal Development
Pueblo . Colorildo 81009.
dorm, according to junior Tom
The
American Economic System.
Blackadar, has career placement
We should all learn more about it.
meetings and discussions on
f!WI /'.'y~ A~""""e""".ageof
human interest and sexuality.
The Creative Arts dorm is ~'~I ~~~~:9Can•
tailored for a student who is in- AMERICAN ECONOMIC SYSTE
terested in participating in dorm NEWSPAPER AD NO.
activities.
AES-77-876[C]-1 COL.
"The dorm gets axed if the
people in it aren't enthusiastic-it's as good as the people make
it," said art major Jackie Horn.

•••••••••

FRESHMEN:
Want to improve your ability to:
--Take good notes
--Pick important imformation out of lectures
--Understand and retain reading material

Complete Eyeglass Service
NEW Pl{ESCl{IPTIONS FILLED

*
*

ClJl{I{ENT Pl{ESCI{IPTIONS DUPLICATED
Fl{AMES J{EPLACED 01{

l{EPAIIU~D

LAU<~E SELECTION OF MODEl{N Pl{ESCl{IPTION AND

*

AND NON-Pl{ESCl{IPTION SUNWEAI{

*

WI DE ASSOifl'MENT OF DESIGN El{ LINE Fl{AMES

FASHION TINTS

'*

SAFETY EYEWEAI{ FOi{ LABS, Pl{ESCIUPTION AND
N< >N-J> I{ I~S< ~I{ I J>'I'I <>N

*

*
*

BI~ST ~ELECTION OF Fl{AMES, COMPLETE l{ANGE OF

METAL, PLASTIC, AND TIIE NEWEST Fl{AME MATEl{IAL
OPTYL

TIIIU~E CEKI'IFIED OPTICIANS
MASTEi{ CIIAl{GE AND BANK AMEIUCAIU> WELCOME

WE CAN HELP!

Take the UNH Kari-Van (route A) to Janetos Mall
we're just up the street on
BROADWAY across from the Fire Station.

FRESHMAN STUDY SKILLS
are being held in each of the ·3 areas.

OR
Use our Ample Parking Behind Dover Drug

Area I-Tuesday, Sept.19-Jessie Doe-7 p.m.
Area II-Wednesday, Sept. 20-Devine-7 p.m.
Area III-Thursday, Sept. 21-Hubbard-7 p.m.

Sponsored by the Dean of Students Office.
and Residential Life

WHITEHOUSE OPTICIANS, IN(:. ~
•

Dover Q<ug Building . 6 Br-.y
Dover, N.H. •
Tel. 742-1744
8:30 · 5
Ckmd.Wed. , .
Ax PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED OR DUPLICATD ~..

WEATHER INSTRUMENTS · BINOCULARS

SUNGLASSES

-~

S.C.V.P.E. · presents an evening with

LITTLE FEAT
868-736-3

Durham Shopping Center
Uppercut employs five of the areFls leading hairstylists
Located at the Durham Shopping Center

Services offered: Men's and Women's hairstyling
Special student rates
Perms & Coloring
Henna
Conditioning
Expert advice
Redkin & Ghirmack products
Also: at Uppercut
Fashion Accessory Boutique:
hats, gloves, handknit
sweaters, socks,
woolen shawls
Wiswall House antiques:
a place to get something old for your
new apartment

Open: Days - Monday thru Saturday
Evenings - Tuesday thru Friday
This add will entitle you to 10% off all Ghitmack & Redkin

with Special Guests

Kaz/Fuller Band
October l, -1978
8 p.m.
~t

the Field House,

Tickets on Sale Now
MUB Ticket Office

U.N.H~

~t

_ $5.50 U.N.H. Students with I.D.
$6.50 General Admission &
At Door
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UNH nme
sweeps Lowell
Bv Pete Hearne
The UNH baseball team tasted
sweet revenge by taking both emis
of a doubleheader Swida v a fternoon from the University ot
Lowell. 21-2 and 1?.-7. The.victories. which came aftl'r Lowell
had defeated the Wildcats handily just four days before boosted
the team's fall season record to 21.
In the first game. there was
never anv doubt about the outcome. as ·uNH blasted four runs
in the first inning. led by Keith
Sterne's three-run triple .
Veteran Chcfrlie Jones started
the game for UNH. pitching five
innings. with freshman Greg
Burr throwing the last two .
Jones. who gave up just four hits
anct two runs. put ma "good performance." according to head

coach Ted Conner, and Burr also
looked goo<1111 n1s tirst outing as u
Wildcat .
UNII had onlv six hits in the 12run barrage. ·but managed to
capitalize on a series of walks
and Lowell errors .
The second game was more of
an offensive show on the Cats '
part. with UNH b('iting IS hits.
five coming in the seven-run fmrrth
inning . Among the hitting stars.
of the game tor UNH wen.' .Jctf
Stohrer with three hits. and Greg
Jablonski. Matt Bebe. and Keith
Stone. with two hits apiece .
Lowell was not without their
own power. as they threatened to
tic up the game at ..11 i~ the fifth.
scoring five runs off reh~v~r Andy
Adams before a spectacula·r
defensive play by Burr ended the
threat. Joel Murray pitched four
innin!!s lwf'nrP /\clams <'nlC'r<'cl

Icat stats I

the game and got hit hard.
Freshman
southpaw
Tom
O'Shea finished up the pitclrn1g
duties for the Wildcats. allowing
just two hits in this mound debut.
Both games. particularly tlw
second one. were a wekomc
change for Conner after last
weeks game in which UNH
couldn 't gather momentum after
only :i days of pr act ice·. "Today e
were hitting better. and d('monstratcd more confidence." he
said. although he admitted he'd
like to see additional improvement.
More changes are expected
tomorrow. when the team travels
to Portland. Maine for a later afternoon ( f):()O p.m . l single game
against St. Joseph's.

One CConn defender has an armload of UNll fullback Bill
Cameron's foot, while defensive tackle Anthony Renzi closes in
for the stoa>. <Gerry Miles a>hoto)

UNH 36, CCSC 13

Team statistics

Scoring
cc

Bob Froncouer 1 yard run
Renzi kick

NH

Loehle 5 yard run
lllmon kick foils
Safety-Toft thrown in end zone
Coppodono 4 yard run
lllmon kick

NH
NH

Score
First Do wns (Rushing. Poss. Penally) : : :
Rushing (Attempts. Total Yards) ..... .
Passing Yardage ................. .
. ........ .
Return Yardage.
Total Yardage ............................ .
Posses (Completed. attempts. intercepted) .
Punts (Number. Average) .................. .
Fumbles (Number. Lost) ..
Penalties (Number, Yards) ..

Statistical leaders

NH

Loehle 42 yard run
lllmon kick

NH

Coppodono 11 yard run

NH

McDonnell 79 yard poss interception
lllmon kick

cc

Passing
Central
Toft

_Fronco uer 2 yard run
Poss foiled

Poss Comp. Ydge.
24
11
119

0
0

7
8

NewHomp;hire Poss Comp. Ydge .
Wha lley_
9
3
56

TD
0

TD
0

Rushing

SCORE BY PERIODS

CENTRAL
UNH

13
36
............. .. 8/10/5 14/3
. .... 54/ 118 49/270
142
62
88
71
348
403
.. 13/29/2 4/ 10/0
.... 2/40.5 3/35.7
..............
513
3/1
3/25 16/140

0
14

Total
13
36

6
14

Central
Peterson
Zi nk
Bradley

Atts.
13

Yds.
42
36
28

9
3

Tds.
0

NewHomp;hire Alts.
Cameron
8
Coppodonno 15
Loe hie
5
Delozier
12

0
0

Yds.
83
56
55
52

Tds.
0
2
2
O

Receiving

Football season stats

Central
Lewis
Klein

Rec . Ydge. Tds.
41
0
5
4
56
0

New Hampshire Rec . Ydge . Tds .
Loehle
2
38
0

Central
Toft

Punts
2

New Hampshire Punts Ydg.
Leavitt
107
3

Yds .
81

Avg .
40.5

Team stats
First Downs
(by rushing)
(by passing)
(by penalty)
Total Ploys
(by rushing)
(by passing)
Rushing Yardage
Passing Yardage
Total Offense
Posses Attempted
Posses Completed
Posses Hod Int
Fumbles
Fumbles Lost
No. of Penalties
Yard s Penal ized

UNH
30
19
11

OPP
34
19
15

0

9

114
83
83
31
417
243
660
31
1

16 1
16 1
113
48
328
262
588

8
3

9
5

22
220

6
44

Individual rushing
No.
22
12
22
7
6
10

Delozier
Cameron
Coppodonno
Loehle
Colemon
Whalley
Pinter
Leavitt

4
3

2
2

Yds.
110
100
83
63
23
19
19

Avg .
5.0
8.3
3.8
90
3.8
1.9
8.5

2

10

TD
0

0
2

2
0
0
0
0

Scoring

UNH
Opp.

TD
7
5

An
7

3

PAT V,\ck
1v1ADE
6

2

PAT o the r
An
MAOt

Field GI
An
MADE

0

0

1

0

SAF
1

2

0

2

0

0

Points
50
32

Long
22
35
14
42
13
8
14
7

Avg .
35.7
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UNH gridders roll, 36-13
FOOTBALL
continued from page 24
The detense. though not as polished as Bowes would have liked.
held Central Connecticut lo one
touchdown for most of the game
( CCoon 's understudies scored a
meaningless TD with thrL'C minutes
left l and came up with the key
turnovers when the Cats nL>c<k'fl
them most.
McDonnel's first interception
thwarted an early Blue Devil drive
that pushed the football to the UNH
'Zl yard line. The senior safety
waited in the end zone for several
seconds until CConn quarterback
James Taft's errant parabolic
toss landed in his arms.
"I was running back and I almost
dropped it I was so anxious." said
McDonnell. "He (TafU was
throwing a lot of pumpkins up
there.''
It was Taft who stopped McDonnell from running that interception back for a touchdown. but the
quarterback was not so lucky the
second time. McDonnell stepped
in front of a fourth quarter Taft
aerial, taking an admitted "risk"
on the play, and was gone down
the sideline. past the sprawling
Taft. "I didn't think I had
him <Taft) beat," said McDonnell.
"I just put my head down and
ran."
That extinguished a CConn
rally that brought the Blue Devils
to the New Hampshire 23 and
turned the game into an indisputable rout, 36-7.
The defense couldn't be blamed
for the first Central touchdown,
which came midway through the
second quarter. A George Cappadona fumble gave the Blue
Devils excellent field position at
UNH's 41. Ten plays later. despite
c tough goal-line stand highlighted
by a come-from-nowhere tackle
ty Donahue. Robert Francouer

\aultcd up and over the pil<' of
l:odies for llw scon•.
The major problem the defense
cmtinued to run into was penalties.
Cn one Central Connecticut drive.
LNI I was penalized three times.
01cc on third down and once on
fourth--and all three giving the
Blue Devils a first down.
The defense was largely responsible for giving the Wildcats their
first touchdown--Bill Logue rL>cove:·L'<I a fumble at the CConn nine
yard line with 2:47 left in the half.
practically handing the offense six
rx>ints. Flanker Dave Loehle took
a pitchout three plays later for the
score.

Dave Loehle
A holding penalty pushed the
extra point attempt from the three
to the 18-yard line, making it a
35-yard conversion attempt, which
Art Ulman missed for the first time
in 31 straight attempts, dating back
to last year.
And it was the defense-halfback
Frank Mucci in particular-that
gave UNH an 8-6 halftime lead.
Mucci broke through the line as
Taft watched a high snap sail
over his head on a punt attempt
with 20 seconds remaining. Just
as the punter picked up the ball
in the end zone, he was nailed
by Mucci for a two-point safety

an<I a lead the Cats would never
!'Clinquish.
The offense. which seemed to
move the ball well in the first
half but sputter just as it had the
chance to score. finally got untracked in the second half lo score
four louchdowns--onc on each of
its first four possessions of the
half.
"We made some mistakes in the
first half but we were moving the
ball." said quarterback Steve
Wholley. "We had some problems
but we corrected lhem. We found
out that we could run the ball
inside and pick up the first downs."
The Cats racked up 11 first
downs in the second half t six in
the first l and moved consistently
up the field on the ground. After
a Greg Donahue fumble recovery
early in the third quarter, runs
by
fullback
Bill
Cameron,
Wholley, and tailbacks Cappadona
and Tom Delozier moved the ball
to CConn's 25.
A Wholley strike to Loehle fQr
21 yards amt a Cappadona charge
over left tackle got the Wildcat
machine back into good working
order, 15-7.
On its next possession UNH
moved 80 yards in five plays
culminated by a 42-yard cutting
and weaving touchdown run by
the elusive Loehle which seemed
to remind the Blue Devils of
exactly who they were playing.
"We had l>oth guards <Phil
Estes and Phil Hamilton) pulling
on that play," said Loehle. "The
guards set the whole play up-they
laid the whole right side open for
me."
LoehJe slipped through the grasps
of several lunging defenders and,
with the help of a crucial block
by split end Tim Benson. scooted
in for the score.
Junior guard Estes said the
offensive line adjusted in the

FOOTBALL, page 16

Harriers run over Vermont
By Gerry Miles

their first five runners within 59
The most obvious difference seconds of each other. Saturday,
the first five runners finished
between Saturday's UNH-Vermont
within 64 seconds of each other.
cross country meet and the WildThe len~thening of the course
cats' first a week earlier was on
the scoresheet. But there was more. . to six miles is due to the change to
Yes, the Cats won decisively, the metric system according to
15-45, placing their first five runCopeland. The 10,000 meters is alners in order but there were two
so the distance that is uniforother major ifl!provements that mally used in the Olympics and
are cause for any coach to be international competition.
happy.
· "The only d1Herence in the
The course was increased from
the usual five miles to six miles race for the runner is that they
(Or 10,000 meters). The mileage
must maintain concentration for
times were improved, despite tne a longer period of time," said
addition of the extra mile as com- Copeland.
pared to last week's five-mile
times.
The Catamounts led the race
"With the increased distance,
into College Woods with their
the times shouldn't have been as
numbers one and three runners
good as they were," said- UNH
in the lead. But by the time
Coach John Copeland.
the group had emerged, Wildcat
A week ago. the Cats placed
Mark Berman had taken the lead

Hooters face Keene
Tomorrow the UNH soccer team will travel to Keene ;:,wte
College for their second game of the early season. Last year, the
Owls walked all over the wildcats to the tune of_5-1 .
UNH hopes to turn around that figure this year. however. as
they did two years ago when junior Mike Cloutier scored the only
goal of the game en route to the 1-0 upset of the then nationally
ranked Division II Owls.
First year head coach Bob Kullen said he'll be working to improve the variety of attack for the offense which. despite occassional sudden flurries. remained rather impotent throughout
the 1-0 loss to Boston University last Wednesday. Kullen said the
team will try to use the wings more often in addition to some
diagonal passing designed lo confuse the opposition's defense.
The Wildcats. presently 0-1. will have their first home game of
the 1978 campaign this Friday when they host Boston College al
3: 00 at Brackett Field behind the Field House.

with a close group of UNH runners
behind. "We had the meet in
control at that point (3 miles),"
said Copeland, "I'm happy."
This week, though, Copeland's
smile changes to a look of deep
concern as the Terriers from
Boston University come to Durham
on Saturday for an 11 am r.:H·~
"BU used to be very easy in
cross-country," Copeland said,
"but they had a very good year
recruiting."
BU boasts Mark Kimball, the
former New England high school
cross country champion. A few
runners from abroad also in the
Terrier lineup pose threats.
Still, Copeland remains hooeful.
"The way we· can beat BU is the
same way we beat Vermont,"
he said. "We'll have to keep thPir
runners from _gettin_g one-two.
and we can win the meet."

sports photographers
See Tom Lynch in the NH office

SPORT SHORTS
Andrews takes llledalist
UNH golfer Bill Andrews shared medalist honors yesterday at
the Yankee Conference golf championship. Andrews tied Vermont's Ted Olson for low honors. Both shot 75.
The University of Rhode Island won the team championship
with a score of 476 on the north course at Stowe Acres Country
Club in Stowe, Mass.
Wildcat golfers shot a combined 484 to take fourth place behind
Rhode Island, Connecticut (478), and Vermont (479).

Athletic tickets ready
This year's picture ID athletic tickets are now available for
pickup in the ticket office at the Field House. Office hours
are from 9-7:30 on weekdays, and from 1 to 4 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. These hours will be in effect for the rest
of the month.

in world llleet
Liz Hills of the UNH crew club will represent the United States
at the World Rowing Championships in New Zealand in Novem-·
ber.
Hills and her partner, Lisa Hansen, rowed to victory in the
double scull trials at Princeton, N.J. In 1976, Hills was a seventhplace finisher in the Olympics, and last year won a bronze medal
in competition in Holland.

Racketwomen open ·Friday
By Gerry Miles
If your team finished with a
7-3 record, but lost its number one
and number three singles players
and another strong member who
defected to the ski team, would
you have much optimism for
another fine season?
You would if you were UNH
women's tennis coach Joyce
Mills.
Despite losing first seed Judy
Luber. third~singles and doubles
player Nancy Danker. and Judy
Wiles. who joined the ski team,
there is an abundant amount of
talent both old and new that
makes this year's squad poten-

tially as strong as last years.

The New Hampshire needs experienced

Blue Devil quarterback James Taff. busies himself sear1·hin,r
for an open receiver, apparently unaware of his impending'
doom. (~erry Miles photo)

Its strength will be tested on
Thursday when Boston University
comes to Durham. Last year the
Terriers finished in second place
in the New England regionals.
Last year the WJJOcats fell in a
squeaker. 5-4. and will be looking
for revenge.

Some questions still remain,
Mills says.
Who will fill the number one
spot is still uncertain, according
to Mills. Sophomore Pam Smith
and Laurie Holmes are battling
it out in practice for the spot, but
Mills said, "I could play either
one of the girls at the first spot
and be very happy with the first
and second seeds."
Diane Brooks, who played field
hockey last year, is in the same
predicament as another sophomore, Pam Dey, is challenging
for the third seed. Mills described
the Brooks-Dey playoff as "marathon matches ", played with the
same kind of tenacity as Smith
and Holmes.
Kathy
Returning
veteran
Bourne seems to have the edge
at the fifth position. but the rest
of the squad is still in the running
for a shot at sixth seed on Thursday.
The doubles team is "very

strong and should do quite well,"
according to Mills. Jocelyn Berube
and Nancy Veale comprise the
first team, which enjoyed success
after teaming up last year.
Kim and Lee Bosse will hold
down the number two spot. The
Bosses again look solid , playing
all summer long and winning local
tournaments.
Courtney Berger and Lisa
Bragdon will be the third doubles
team with Berger the questi on
mark. Berger missed most of last
season when she sustained a neck
injury.
The remammg six players ho •fully will see action against sor e
of the weaker opponents left 1
the net women's schedule. Mil
said the reason that she has ke!-'
18 women was, "the lack of
jayvee team, and should someo
have an exam or become i
there's someone there to fill in ,
she said.
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CConn gives scare

Cats clobber Blue Devils

By Paul Keegan

If UNH football fans wonder

- - why The Wildcats will probably
. never again play Central Connecticut State College. they only
had to visit Arute Field Saturday
afternoon.
There was no way the Wildcats
could have won.
Even if they scored more points
than the Blue Devils (which they
_did. 36-13), they couldn't have

won. The best they could have
hoped for would be to totally
humiliate
Central,
thereby
merely pacifying the insatiable
football fans who expect--no,
demand--that UNH exercise its
superiority over the Division II
Blue Devils with militaristic
perfection.
The Wildcats did not humiliate
Central Connecticut Saturday in
the fourth and final encounter in

Officials anger Bowes
Bill Bowes watched it and he took it quietly. Then he watched
some more and finally became mad as hell and decided that he
just wasn't going to take it anymore .
"The refereeing is getting ridiculous." said the irate UNH head
football coach after his team defeated Central Connecticut Saturday, 36-13. "I would term the refereeing questionable at best."
The Wildcats were penalized 16 times for 140 yards Saturday
(giving Central 22 more yards on penalties than it gained on the
ground as a team>. and six times for 80 yards in UNH's 19-14 loss
to Holy Cross the previous Saturday.
"We lost a football game last week (vs. Holy Cross) as a result
of it and it made today's game closer than it actually was." said
Bowes.
One of the more controversial plays of Saturday's game came
in the third quarter when Blue Devil quarterback James Taft was
hit by a UNH defensive player as he brought his arm up to pass.
Linebacker Greg Donahue scooped the ball up and could have
jogged untouched into the end zone, but the referee said Taft's
arm was in forward motion and ruled it an incomplete pass.
"There was no way his arm was in forward motion. This kind of
thing shouldn't be allowed to persist," said Bowes, who normally
refrains from commenting on the officiating.
That third quarter Central Connecticut drive was sustained on
three different occasions as a result of UNH penalties . Once on
third down, once on fourth. and all three times giving the Blue
Devils a first down.

the series between the teams-in fact, there were_ times during
the game when it looked like the
Blue Devils were about to pull a
devastating upset.
UNH defeated Central by "only"
23 points--a margin that most
coaches and players would be
more than happy with. But the
general consensus among team
members was that the Wildcats
will have to play better football
next week if they expect to beat
Boston University.
"I'm not pleased yet," said UNH
head coach Bi11 Bowes. "I know
we can play better than that.
I'm not totally satisfied with the
defensive play, and let's face it,
we're not going to be a
domineering offensive team. We
count on the defense to give us
the football."
And even though the defense
had . what would normally be
called an excellent showing recov
ering three fumbles, picking off
two passes and scoring eight point.s
the defensive players didn't seem
to think they have reached their
potential.
"I don't· think we played that
well on defense," said safety Sean
McDonnell, who had both interceptions, one of which he ran back
79 yards for a touchdown. "But
there were some good individual
effort.s from (tackle) Bill Logue
and (inside linebacker) Greg
Donahue. We didn't play aggressively in the first half."
FOOTBALL, page 23

UNH safety Sean McDonnell goes up for one of his two inter-

ceptions during Saturday's Wildcat win, as another UNH
defender holds CConn receiver Anthony Floyd at bay. <Tom
Lynch photo)

the new hampshire

sports
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A 'poor' showing
by the defense

Looking for a hole, Wildcat flanker Dave Loehle turns upfield during Saturday's game. Loehle
scored two touchdowns to help pace the Cats to a 36-13 victory. (Tom Lynch photo)

Women impressive in tourney
By Lee Hunsaker
UNH's women's field hockey
team was placed in an unusual
situation over .the weekend while
it attended the second annual
Penn State Lady Lion Invitational
Tournament.
The Wildcats lost. Three times.
Yet, to look at just that statistic
would be like reading the box
scores up side down. Granted. a
2-3 record in a round-robin tournament isn't something to write
home about but this was against
the top teams in the nation.
UNH was one of only two New
England squads to be invited to
the Lady Lion (the other being
Springfield College) which consisted of six teams. The four remaining teams were the nation's
number two ranked Ursinus College, Southern Illinois, William
and Mary aRd host Penn State. '
The Wildcats will begin their
season in earnest this Friday
against Harvard. The game will
be played on Memorial Field at 4
p.m.

·foings started slow for UNH
when action got underway on
Saturday. The Wildcats lost their
first two games, 3-0 to Ursinus
and 2-1 to the Nittany Lions of
Penn State. That evening, UNH
revenged some of the day's hurt
by dumping rival Springfield 3-0.
Ursinus showed why they are
ranked second in the nation by
exploding for three goals in the
second half of the first game.
UNH coach Jean Rilling termed
the second half as a "different
game," citing several defensive
errors on UNH's part as the basis
of the 3-0 loss .
Sophomore Gaby Haroules
provided the Wildcats with their
first goal of the early campaign
in the second half of the Penn
State game. But with less than
five minutes remaining in the
contest. Penn State's Charlene
Morette. a US National Team
member. beat UNH goalkeeper
Kelly Stone on a penalty stroke
from seven yards out to clinch the
win for the Nittanv Lions.

Later that night, the Wildcat offense began to roll as Kathy Sanborn and Patty Foster netted
goals against Springfield on a
pair of Haroules assists. Foster
later tallied again to round out
the scoring.
Rillings complimented her
squad -on the victory later,
saying, "Each player did_the job
we'd asked from her all day. I
was particularly pleased with our
second and third line players,
who pulled together on offense
and defense."
Though ending the day with a 12 record. Rillings said she was
pleased and excited by UNH's
performance.
Assistant coach Marisa Didio.
herself a member of the US
National Team. noted player depth as a strong point for UNH. ··off
the field. the Pennsylvania
coaches and officials said they
were impressed with UNH's ball
control and movement."
FIELD HOCKEY, page 16

Most coaches would be pleased with a first string defense
that has allowed only 19 points in two games.
UNH Head Football Coach Bill Bowes isn't.
"Defensively, I don't think we were that sharp," said
Bowes, referring to Saturday's victory over Central Connecticut, 36-13, "I know we can play better than that."
You wouldn't think Bowes was talking about a first string
defense that caused five turnovers and scored eight points.
And even though the defense has been adequate, the defensive players agree with Bowes.
"We were really poor in that first half," said defensive
halfback Paul Mucci.
In that "poor" first half, the defense gave up seven points,
and that was after CConn recovered a fumble inside UNH's
fifty.
And it was Mucci himself who gave UNH the lead at the
end of the half by tackling CConn's punter James Taft in
the end zone for a safety.
"We looked like fools in the first half," said safety Sean
McDonnell.
Well, the fools consistently stopped CConn's running attack, holding CConn to 58 yards on the ground during the
first 30 minutes. And the fools caused three turnovers that
stoppeu L .ue uev11 unves, dllU set up onL udti toucndow11.
McDonnel did give in and admit the defense played better
in the second half. ·
"We were good out there in the second half," said McDonnell, "Billy Logue (defensive end) and Greg (Donahue,
outside linebacker) played really well."
The defensive players said they missed the leadership of
injured co-captain Mike Marchese. Marchese was injured in
last week's game with Holy Cross. He should be back for
this Saturdays game with Boston University.
"With Mike out, Sean (MCDonald) said we had to get
everyone together, because Mike is our take-charge guy,"
said Logue. "And in the second half we did. "
Keith Reynolds' comments typified the defense's feelings
at the end of the game, "We played well in the s~cond half,"
he sa id, "but not like we can."
/
The UNH defense has played well so far this season, but
the squad thinks it hasn't gt1tten it together yet. This may be
an indication of how strong the _defense is, and if they <;tart
playing the way they think they can, this year's defense
could be just as dominating as last year's devastating offense.

